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ABSTELC'T 
Thirty smokers were solicit.ed from the Wichita, Kansas corrunun-
ity via. the nevwpC\per and broadcast rr,ediu for a stop-smoking lJroject. 
The volunteers were assiened to one of blO treatments: double smoking 
or a modification of Von Dedenroth' s (1964) treatment. F..ach of these 
tl'eatment.s was further divided into t\-;o croups. These groups \'H~re de-
signed to provide high and low interference with the smoker' B habit. 
No effect was observed for interference and it was observed that the 
exper1mental conditions pl'obably did not permit the possibility of more 
than a small interference effect in eith;:;r group. However, a s1.gnifi-
cant effect for time and tillie by treatmeats ·was obtaineci. The Von 
Dedenrot.h groups sho\'Jed a greater drop in sluoking th<.tn the doubling 
groups. Both Von Dedenroth grou.ps were superior to both doubling groups 
at the three-month follow up and one Von Dedenroth group w«.s superior 
to one doubling group at the six ....... l0nth follow up. The effect observed 
was appa.rently a sta.ble diminution in the number of cigarettes smoked 
by the Von Dedenroth groups. There were like numbers of subjects 
quitting in both Von Dedenroth and doubling groups. The results 1-Jere 
discussed in light of the previous liter-ature. The scarcity of tree.t-
ment effects, and especially J tl'e,,\tment effects shmdng a diminution in 
fmloktng rate in the previous literature wa.s dj scus~ed. The results 
were explained in terms of the combined effects of prolonged obser'!a-
tion by the smokers of their hab~t.s ~nd t.hE; avai1,.bHlty of subr~titute 
lx~ha viol's. 
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i.x 
A REVlEin' OF TllE LITE.RATURE 
The L1Jlli ts of thts TIevieH 
The srwking litera.ture is vast. There are studies on the phy-
siology of smoking, delving into hoart rate changes (Elliot & Thysell, 
1968), Er:D rhythms (Hurphee, Pfeiffer., & Price, 1967), physical endur-
ance (Cooper~ Gey, & ik)ttenbere, 1968), etc. There are psychoanalytic 
studies of the ora.lity of smokers (Jaccbs, Anderson, Champaene, Karush, 
Richman, & Knapp, 1966) and a study pm'porting to find penis env/ and 
ca.etration an.. . dety in the vJays men and women open ciga.rette packs 
(landy,196?). There are correlational studies shmving, for insU>.nce, 
tha.t" smokers are taller than nonsmokers (fuer, 1966), and there if! a 
correlation9-l controversy centering around Eysenck's assertion that a 
predispcsit:~on to both smoki.ng and cancer is hereditary (Eys€'nck, 
Tarrant, 'woolf, & Englsnc1, 1960). The smoking Ltterature is tr-uly vast 
and varied. 
However, the present work is concerned with the study of out-
comel:) of different methods of breaking smoking habits. Therefore, this 
review will focus on the therapeutic studies and more specifically, 
those therapies available to the psychological practitioner. This last 
restriction should be no source of jealousy toward physicia.ns in as 
much as the medical trec:.tments for 5n1oking have, as yet, been notably 
in8ff0ctive (Graff, Hammett, Bash, Fackler, Yanovski, & Goldman, 1966; 
Ford & Ederer, 19()5; and Schwartz & Dubttsky, 1967). 
1 
The Organization of this Revievl 
The review that follows classif:ies the smoking litE!rature by 
the technique used to stop or lessen smoking. First will come the 
major areas into l'Jhich the literature appears to be divided: aversion, 
inforrt.ation, imagination techniques, covert operant controls, and 
assorted studies" Then under these he(~dings ;dll come the specific 
techniques. It is realized that any such organization is more or less 
a.rbitrary--most of the treatments involve the management of aversive 
outcomeS of smoking~-but it is hoped some increa.sed clarity will come 
fro;11 this part.icular ordering. 
rl'hose studies which compare more than one teChnique will be 
reviewed completely under the heading of the teChnique which figured 
2 
most promj .. nently in the study. Each technique will be reviewed separ-
ately, uncontrolled studies first, then controlled studies, and., fl.nally, 
any studies comp-:.ring the treatment j.n quest.ion with other t:f'catmcnts. 
Aversion 
NoiSE: 
In '-Ihat was perhaps the first a.ttempted behavior modification 
trea.tment of smoking, Greene (1961.) used no:i.80 a.s a punisher' of smok-
ing in a task presented as "music tcstlt to retardates. In this ~!ltu".­
tion noise interrupted the tr.usic v:henever tho retarded subject lit a 
d.earet te. Eowcver, instead of smoking less on the introductic'D. of 
noise, tbey srnol~ed more. later manipulations showed that thE: faint 
cUd: of a photocell relay mdtch 8ctivated by UJEJ glow of the cigar-
ette ~sh ".vas suffi e~.ent t.o inc!"case mnoldng rate. The authors we:ce not 
able ~.o establish why this click was reinfOl'cing. 
Shock 
Perhaps the first, and to date most promising, of the studies 
using shock on smoking is that of HcGuire and Vallance (1961...). In 
thelr unfortunately brief section dealing '<lith smoking, they rep\)rted 
only one case in any detail and gave only sur.nn.ary sta.tistics on nine 
others. The one case on which there, is SOlY'(; detail wa~; that of n. 37 
yeur old woman who was a 40 cigarette-a-day smokeI' who had been smok-
ing for 19 years. She was seen as an in~ti8nt and was shocked on 
three of five :lnhalings for "severa.l" sessiom:; a day. 'l'he inpatient 
treatrr.ent lasted for two weeks and she wa.s then seen as an outpatient 
on a weekly basis. On a six-month follow up she was discovered to be 
a nonsmoker. SUlnmary statistics were provided on ten cases and of 
these 8ix 1r:ere a.bstinent on fo11o\l1 up. 
Powel.l and Azrin (1968) devised a. cigarette case that deliv-
ered a shock to the left arm when it. was opened. Of 20 smokers con-
tacted, six 'lolunteered and only three rer.13.ined after one day of shock. 
While the case was worn, the punisrunent reduced smoking 100%, 1"/0% and 
30% in the three subjects respectively. 'l'he shock intensity was in-
cr~ased "periodically" until two of th~ three subjects refused to bear 
the next highest level or sho.:.:k. When the device vias still worn, but 
the shock \<las no longer a.dministered, all subjects resumed smoking at 
their pre-experimental level, 
Cnrli:1 and Arm<,trong (1968) divided three groups of male 
smokers · .... ho responded to a nevlGI-"J.per advertisement. into: 1) A group 
receivinp: shock contlngent on slJlo]dng tliO ciga.r'8ttes per duy for four 
3 
days (c0ndittoning). 2) Another group :r'eceiving random shockr- 1IJhile 
vieHine 27 slides t.HO times a day for four days. One third of the 
slides were "smoking relevant ". J) A group who -.:ere told they \tere 
recei ving sub]jminal shocks. In the 21. hours follo;-ling the fourth 
and last treatment, all groups reduced sm'Jking by hO-50%. Tllere was no 
fo2.10;\ up. In view of the very li..l1lited treatment offered this study 
probably best illustrates short term p1a.cebo effects. 
Whitrnan (lS'69) contrasted groups receiving: 1) infor'J1'.a.tion 
about the negative side of smoking; 2) aversive conditioning where 
subj.;:;.;ts put quinine on their tonguf!s on 8.n FR·-J schedule when they 
ge>t the urge to smoke, and if the de~dre for a cigarette persisted, 
they self-administered shock; 3) "incompatible behavior develop:'nent" 
which meant lectures on basic learning theory with discussion of each 
memberfG attempts to use thmn; and h) a ~ontrol group who Dimply re-
corded tr..eir smoking behavior. All groups (except the control group) 
\-lere seen once a week for one hour over five weeks. None of the ti.~eat­
ment groups differed either a.t the termina.tion of treatment or on~ week 
later; and at t.he end of three months, all groups including the control 
group were smoking comparable an,ounts. The unfortunate a.spect of this 
study for evaluating the effects of shock is, of course, the confound-
ing of shock with the applica ~ion of quj nine. Some inkling of 'h'hit-
man's feeline: about the relative powers of the various t.reatment.s used 
might. be gleaned frolfl a later st'-ldy of his (h'hitlran, 19'72) ~~n which he 
abandoned shock in favor of an aversive taste substance. This ne'<ler 
Ejtucty Nill be reviewed la. ter. 
The SGcona stUdy co;nparing S110(:1< to ot.her treatment.s is tbat of 
Y.oenig and lfusttrs (1965). They Gomparf:d syst.eiTIc1.tic desemdtization 
thE.rapy (S[J1') !!. J-a ~~olpe and. 41.ZarU8 (1.966), shock admbistered in the 
laboratory t.o 50% of the behav10rs comprising the smoki.ng ad, (e .g., 
taking a c1f,arette from the paCY.f.Ir;e, lir:hting it, inhaling, etc.) and 
a "supportlve-counse1.-tng therapy". All treatments ran for nine ses-
sions. They discovered no difference a.Dong the therapies. At the end 
of six months all grot:ps "Jere smoking at bet\\'een 75% and 8l.% of the 
pre··t:t:'eatrr,8nt level. 
D. C. Ober (1968) contrast.ed: 1) transactional analysis, 
2) shock (tc 'be self-administered as soon as the subject craved a cig-
arette), and 3) a self-control group receiving instruction in habit 
fOTIn..'ltion and breaking, and discussions of the difficulties the sub-
jects enCOUlJ.tered in applying these principles to their smok5.ng. The 
college student subjects in all f,l'OUpS ,~ere seen for ten 50-minute 
sessions over a four week period. All three groups, though sta.tisti-
cally indistinguishable, differed significantly from a no-treatment 
control group at the end of treatment and did not signif:i.cantly re-
lapse over a one-month follow up. 
Steffy, Heichenbaum, and Best (1970) also used shock 1n their 
\'lork, but that study can be more appropriately considered with the 
covert vocalization studies. 
A final study using shock was that of Berecz (1972) J "tho had 
uudergraduate smokers shock themselves either while smoking or while 
imagining themselves smoking. He also included placebo, \'/ait, and 
minimal·-contad. control groups. The placebo group was placed in the 
s,:une situation as the shock ero1.JpS, but was told to turn the shock 
dm,;n until they could feel nothing. ~·'he treatrnent groups a.nd the 
pL.1.cebo group W3.re seen individuaD.y for tbroe v-meks: two sessions 
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pOl" week. 'rhe wsit. group wa~ composed of people who were told that 
they had been accepted for treatment, but \·/Ould have to \-/ait a few 
weeks until an opening a.ppeared. In the meantime, they "flere told to 
keep records of. their smoking. The mimIl1.al·,contact group showed ini-
t1.a.l interest, but did not follow through long enough to start treat-
ment. They were asked ove~ the phone to estimate the n~~ber of cigar-
ettes tht:'y were smoking. All groups except ,",he minimal-contact group 
paid e. five-dollar deposit. For- the women no one method worked any 
b6tter tl~n any other. For moderute smoking ~les (mean = 13 cibar~ 
Eltte~ per dey) both treatment groups were Buperior to the control 
groupB 8,t the end of treatment and at Ii. six""\1eek follow up. However, 
for heavy em~king males (mean = 23 cigarettee per day) the imagined-
smoking group was Buperior to both the placebo and actual-ennoking 
gI"OtlP~, both a.t the end of t,reatment and on a1x-week roJ~o'W UPe 
Berec~ \~3 able to replicate these results. 
Hot SLlO!<y Air 
It might appear to the uninitiated that hot, gmoky air would be 
a po~itiv<3 or, at least neutral, re1.nforeil1g stimulus to smokers, but 
Wilde (1964), perhaps generalizing f~om ite effeets on non~~okere, con-
structed a device that would blow hot, smoky air at a smoker'c face 
while he l'!ae mnoking a.nd cool, lightly mentholated air when he would 
sa.y, "I want to qutt smoking" and put the eigerette out. By this meth-
od he rep.0rted thl-ee of his sevan subjects quit cigarette smoking, t\40 
greatly l:"0duced their 8IDoking, and two broke oft the treat.ment. 
Frenks, Fr:led, arrl Ashel'"11 (1956) f.ollowed ltl:tlde' e lead with an 
improved ~.pparatufj and l~ported tbut of the nine 8ub,1ect5 who completed 
6 
t.he tY-e.2.tl;lent (out of 23 who start.ed), four of the eight responding to 
a follow up questionnaire were nonsmokers six months later. 
It retm.dned for Grimaldi and Lichtenstein (1969) to apply con-
trols to th:Ls phenomenon and oxplore it systematically. One of their 
p'roup~ received smoke contingent on smcking, another group received 
smoke but not continf,ent on smokine" and a third group received no 
smoke. fill groups smoked much less than base line on the days during 
which they WC1'C treated, all groups STI,oked more on a one-month follow 
up, ani all groups were indistinguiRhable in smoking rate at all 
}iaused Smoking 
.1erome Resnick (1968a) had :',Illoked a pack of cigarettes a day, 
and D.fter nur,lel'OUG attempts to stop, :in August, 196G, he hit upon the 
idea. of sr;,oking five p.:."\cks a day for a week and then quitting. He 
reports that by the end of t.he week, smoking had become a noxious act 
and he encountered little difficulty stopping and. staying off cigar-
ettes. Be then rounded up eight urdergrnduate students and t.alked to 
theTa for a half-hour €ach explaining stilrH.llus satiation and told them 
to bring their smokiilg r8.te up to four packs a day as quickly as poss-
:i.ble and then 3top one week from the interview. One of the subjects 
did not comply with the instructions and remained smoking at his usual 
rute; another complied but was able to stay o~f cigarettes for only 
t"IO days aft.er tr0.a tment; all others Quit and -,Jere not smoking fcur 
months l[1.ter. 
Resnick (1968b) then 1::(~t out to 100)< at this procpdure more 
f'.lDterr,atic2.11y, lIe took 60 l'.u:l(")"Dl';.l.duate students, divided them into 
7 
8 
f:',roups (;:1' 20 and npoke to each member of each group individua.lly for 
ten !rdnuLt:.s. One group he teld to dcub1c their smokin:; rate and then 
quit in a '-leek, a second group "'il'!r-e imtructed to triple their smoking 
rate, and the third group he told to remain smoking at the same rate as 
ah"ays for a week and then qu.it. He reports subjects in the last £roup 
readD.y believed the instructiol1f> i-iOuld wcrk, but those in the first two 
groups "dere skeptical L-!J He then called all of the students at two 
weeks and four ;:nonths later. ;:.11 groups exhibited a drop in smoking 
rate, but the two satiation groups showed a profound drop. At the end 
of four months) 20% of the control subjects bad quit smoking, but 63% of 
the satiation eubjects had quit. It should be emphasized that thE.:y were 
not. "smoking significantly less" or "smoking at X% of their operant 
ratet!, but that they had quit, and all supposedly as a result of 8. ten-
minut.e instruction. 
The work of Sch.'nahl, Lichtenstein, and Harris (1972) attempted 
to discover the efficacy of combining warm, smoky air and rapid smoking. 
'lhey presented their subjects (11 men and 17 vW:l1en, who had an average 
age of 27.3 years and "iere pack and a half-a~ay smokers) with either 
\Jarm, smoh-y air or mentholated air, had them light up and inhale every 
six seconds. They '\';ere to smoke on command until they could not take 
it any more. At that point they were instructed to say, "I don't want 
to smoke'! and put out the cigarette. The exhaust fans would then COIne 
on and they would rate t.he unplea.santness of the trial. As soon a5 
they could stand it, they wenld be forced to start another trial, and 
the cycle would repeat itself until the subject would report that he 
could not. take U any J:1ore. Tho subjects ',J(:re 8,sked not to smoke bet.-
,,/een 3essj on3 c All had quit, at the end of the procedure, and at the 
end ()[ s:ix mGl1th~1 u telephone rollov; up indicated that 57% We1'0 t>tUl 
abstinent. No effect wa~; found for hot. J SltiO!,y versus mentholated air 
blO\.;n in the face of the subject. Some subjects were given booster 
trt:atments and l a.fter the third ~'leS~llO:1, a five-dollar deposit v.'as req-
uired. 
l';arston and NcFall (1971) e.ttcrnpted to compare stj.mulus satj.a-
tioll, hierarchical reduction, pj.ll eontrol, and cold-turkey control 
conditions. The stimulus satiation condition .... "as quite differe.nt froin 
Resnick: 5 (19t,Gb) and ;-dll be e).:plainsd fully. The college student 
subjects , ... ere a.sked to smol~8 three cj p;arett~;s eV8ryt:bne they had an 
urge to 5mor:e, to get cigd.rettes from the a.uthors at th3 clinic rather 
than buy cigarettes, to mnoke continental style, and to record every 
cigarette. The 3ubjects were seen for five sessions (of unspecified 
lenr,th and srJS,c:!n~). At the fourth meeting some subjects asked to 
quit and Here allowed to do so. The hierarchic8.1 reduction group also 
obtained their cigarettes from the clinic a.nd kept records of every 
ciearet te smokod. They were to d lvid,e the day into four parts and to 
quit ST'ioking in the ea.siest part first, then the ne).'t e6..siest, etc., 
until they Vierc~ not srr,oking at all by the fifth fJcssion. They also 
used relaxation techniques, social commitments, coverants, and ntnller-
cus act.ivities designed to interrupt the smok1.ng act. The pill control 
condition subJects were asked to suck on a non drug spice tablr:,t, every 
time they had an urge to 3.lnoke, and if the urge persisted, to srr..oke 
while st~.ll sucking on the tablet. They 'Were a,lso a.sked to change 
t.heir brand or cigarettes and to think about sr.1oking so as to wake it 
not a mechanical act. Tlwy a.lso met in h·,rice-weekly sessions for di5-
CUSs1.0n. The cold-tt;.rl~e:r Gi'OUP ,,;as ,~ust \'ihat the nS.me suggests--the 
~mb~lects ,-Jore asJ~ed t.o quit and ",ere given supportive group sessions. 
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It js diff:i cult to t011 hovi long the treatments took, but it Vias appar-
ently no less than two v.ccks in alJ conditions. 'l'here were no differ-
ences on follow up beti,!oen any of the treatments. 
The stimulus sati3.tion group d.id not incrE.:ase their smoking 
lr:ore than slight.ly and, in fact, shO\'ied a precipitous drop in nmoking 
less than balf-vJay through the treatment. The reader is not told \'ihat 
the measure consisted of) althougll it. may be conjectured from the fig-
ures that j.t vms mean nTh';lber of cigarettes smoked per group. 
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The flr...HS in this study are numerous. The satiation group did 
not smoke at triple their base rate (nor were they actually asked to--
they \.;erc sirnplJr told to smoke three cigarettes at every urge to smoke). 
The instructions to both the satiation and hierarchy groups included a 
great deal more than the basic treatment and the synergistic effects of 
all thesE.' instructions are unknown. Indeed, it is not known if the 
M.erarchy Gubjects folloi'!ed their instructions any better than the sat-
iation gl'OUp follm.:ed the tripling instruct10ns. 
In a study to be covered in rr,ore detail bela, ... , Keutzel:' (1968), 
compared negative practice to breath holding, covert vocalization, and 
a placebo drug condition and showed no differences between treatments. 
An ex.a.mination of Resnick's (1968b) and Keutzer's (1968) operations, 
however, may serve to clear up the apparent conflict in their results. 
Keutzer placed her subjects in a closed room and had them smoke three 
cie:arettes 5n rapid succession, rest, and then repeat the cycle two 
more times. It is easy to i;nagi!i8 that these nine cigarettes smoked 
oncc~a-week for three weeks ".iould not have the samo sat1ation effect 
8S dcubl:ing or tripling sITiokinr: for a. ful1 week. 
TRGte AVGl'siun 
hl1itJl'E.11 (1972) uSed a pi.ll that contained ginger s licorice, 
coriander, cloves, menthol, etc. as an aversive ag,=mt. Also, they 
were to !11aC8 thls pill in their mouths upon feeling an urge to smoke, 
let it half-dissolve, and then light up a cigarette and smoke it while 
the pill was still in their mouths. Tho subjects were also asked to 
change their brand of cieareLt2s. One treatment condit.ion followed 
this regime \-lith g-roup SUrP0rt for s1.x one-hour sessions once-a-week 
and one group did it without the group suppcrt. Two control groups 
""ere used ~ a Mliting-list control and a group of smokers discovered 
by ra:ldor.1 selections from the loca.l phone book. The measure was the 
sub,iect! s estilr.ate of ho"'l many cigarettes he had s~oked when ques-
tioned= 1) before the treatment periud, 2) at the end of treatment 
(six \-veeks later), 3) a. t a one-month follow up, and 4) at a six-
month folloH up. All treatment groups and the waiting-list control 
gre-up reduced smoking with tho? group-aversive treatment doing better 
than all others at the end of treatment. Bot.h treatment groups and 
the \-/aiting-list controls maintained slight, but statistically sie:ni-
ficant, reductions in smoking at all follow ups, although the dlffer-
ences beh~een them had washed out. The randomly selected control group 
show€d no drop in smoking over tlme. No therapist effects were shmm. 
Information 
A "treatment" that sureJ.y must not be overlooked is tho s:iJnple 
r.iving of information. After al1., 1t, could be assumed that the many 
reOplF: \'Iho have quit in the last decade have relied on information 
receivc,d from the various media about, the harmfulness of smok~ng and 
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not upon th8 intervention of p3ychologists. 
Fammcr (1966) us("l t.h5_s approach and reports the. t he had so 
rnany dropouts tLat Us effects could not be evaluated. Eighty-two of 
206 smokers in his population (a eir1'8 college) indicated an interest 
in at tending a discussion on hm-I to quit smoking. Of these, 17 ar-
rived for the first session, and only four remained for the last ses-
sion. It is vlOl'th noting that thh problem of dropouts has been very 
successfully dealt ....,ith by requiring subjects to post deposits to be 
returned at the end of treatment (e.g., Keutzer, 1968; Elliott & Tighe, 
19(8) . 
La."rt.on (1967) compared an educational group, a therapy group, 
a gr'oup receiving both information and therapy, and a group receiving 
a ccncentrated fi ve-clay treatment. They did not differ. All groups 
at the one-year follow up had the same abstinence rate of le%. 
Leventhal, :':atts, and Pagano (1967) in a ccmplicated two by two 
by b;o by two factorial experiment compared fear stimulus (high or mod-
erate), instl'uctions or.. how to quit (given Oi"" not given), smoking dur-
ing the fear still-ulus (encouraged or forbidden), and subjects (heavy 
versus lieht smokers). Only instruct.ions on how to quit had any effect 
on i:mloking rate; a.n effect still evident three ruonths a.fter the exper i-
ment. The subjects \~ere Yale students. 
The reader will also remember that in 'Vihitman' s (1969) experi-
ment, information proved as good a treatment as aversive stimuli or 
the condition:iI1B of incompatible responses, but tha.t on t.he follow up 
no treatment, includh!f, infol''lflation, bad any effect. 
In awn, it must be said that the transmission of information 
has :i ts place :in [;rwking therapy, e:::pC'ch.lly if it is spec:tfi.c i . .nstruc-
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tion on 1:10"" to quit (LeventhrJ.l et a1., 1967), but that information 
alone (\pparently has not ha.d a strong effect on the populations toot 




Erlckson (1964) reports three cases of hea\7 smokers with 
assorted physical and psycholoGical disorders whom he treated for smok-
ing with one session of hypnosis. en follow ups of six months, one 
year, and two years respectively, they \-Iere off ciga.!'ettes and, with 
the exception of the patient "lith the six-month fol10\'1 up who died of 
heart failure at tha.t time, 8.11 reported excellent hea.lth as well as 
no relapse in smold..ng. 
Moses (1964) reported the results of 75 patients treated for 
smoking "lith hypnosis. Of the '75, 70 were seen for one session (con-
sisting of 20 minutes discussion about the patient's smoking, 20 min-
utes of lecture by Moses about the evils of smoking, and ten to 15 
minutes of hypnosis). Fifty of the 75 patients ceu.ld be reached for 
follow ups. Thirte~n emokers reported no effect of hypnosis on smoking; 
13 were abstinent at the time of questioning; and 24 reported seme 
effect ranging from a few hours to 30-montha abstinence, but were smok-
ing a,t the time of the follow up. 
We now turn to the apl~rontly very succeesful work of T. E. A. 
Von Dedenroth, }1.D. Von Dedenroth (1964& & b) :tn two successive arti-
clef; reports 193 of 200 (96.5%!) patients were able to give up smok-
:ing at the end of hie trea.tment.. On the laet 150 patients (Von 
Dedr.::nroth, 1964b), no follow up (\80 t& were given, but of the fir-st, 50 
pB.t.:'!.ents (Von Dedenroth, 1964a) h8 .. Jere abstinent four to 13 months 
Jeter. Such an outstanding success rate clearly deserves close atten-
tion. 
Information on the l'J.st 150 patients is more sparse than on 
the first 50, so most of the re'il8.rks about his patient popula.tion will 
come from this first group alone. The patients ranged in age from 32 
to 69; 571. were referra.ls from ot:,cr physicians, 32% \'iere self-refer-
ra.ls, and 10% he advised to quit for medical reasons. 
His technique consisted of an initial one-hour session followed 
by three 15'" to 30-minute sessions over the next three weeks, thus the 
t.otal treatm3nt takes 21 dflYs. During the initial session, hypncsis 
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"'Jas discussed as a method intended to make the individual more suscep-
tible to positive suggestion. Any fea.rs of 105s of control under hypno-
sis ....... ere specifically countered. Then a series of questions were asked.: 
How long has the patient smoked? Why did he begin? Has he ever tried 
to quit? Does he wish to stop now? 1"bat benefit does he get from 
smoking? and specifica.lly, ",That benefit at v,'hat tines? and How much 
does he smoke? He was then told that 21 days from today is "Q-day" or 
IIQuitting day". He was told to keep a notebook in which he was to list 
the reasons \'o'hy he should not smoke. 
He '(las also asked to enlist the support of his family, change 
his brand of cigarettes, and not to smoke: 1) before breakfast, 2) 
one-half hour after all meals, and 3) 30 minutes before r.etiring. To 
mal{o his restricted smoldne time eas:i.or, he Vias on these occasions to 
go to the bathroom and f!.,Drgle, clean his te.f'th, and then notice the 
f}'ash taste in his mouth. 
The IY!crninf, hour!.i Viera aCC:CJl'ded sJ-;ce:a1. ccn::ddcration. Aside 
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from tho prc- and post.-brcakfast gargle and tooth brushing, the p&tient 
"t~9 to have a glass of fruit juice or water a.vailab1e immediately on 
rising. Should the desire to have a. d.garette etrike before one-half 
hour after brel}.kfast, he wa6 to talk ,dth aomeone, drive to the office 
sans cigaretter.l, or engage in some other acth~ity until the urge pas-
sed. 
After these instructions were given a. trance state wss then 
induced (Von Dedenroth is gratifyingly explicit in his description of 
eY.&ctly how he accomplished this), and t.he suggestions made while the 
pat1 cl.1.t \18.S aw~ke were repea.ted and reinforced. 
During the second session, the subject wa~ a.sked to increase 
to one hour the length of abstinence ~fter meals and before retiring. 
This suggestion was reinforced during the trance sta.te. During the 
third session the patient, was asked t·o curtail or stop drinking a1coho-
lie beverages, and it was suggested ti~t although the first puff of & 
cigal"et,te will taste good, the later puffs will become progre83ively 
more a.nnoying, These suggestions were a160 repeated and reinforced 
unkr hypnosis. On the last treatment day, "Q-<iay", a trance state was 
immediately induced. '1'h~n it wa.s stressed and re-stressed that the 
individual had started some good habits, replaced som.e bad habits, and 
bec~ee &ware that over the past several weeks cigarettes were getting 
more ~nd more unpleasant. 
Before moving on to the lone controlled study 'Whieh could be 
found, one should l'lote tho Kraft and Al-IS8& (1967) study (reviewed 
more fully below) in which hypnosis WIlS used in four of five cases to 
:iud.lice relaY.ation. Smoldng was reduced in this t'ltudy as Do. concommitant 
to ti:e". t:1.ng alcoholics !01'" SGcin1 Ll.r..xJ(:t.y. 
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Graff, Hammett;. F3.!:.h, Fackler, Yanovsk, and Goldman (1966) COM-
p,'1r'cci hypnorsis to "group therapy!!, chlordiazepoxide, lobeline, and & 
control group mllde up of those who dj.d not volunteer. The results of 
this somewhat loosely coni,r'ol1ed study (controls "were dr.:nm from a 
different population than treated gr.-oups, the amount of time spent with 
each grou.p w.ried greatly J and thera.pist effects were confounded with 
treatment effects) were that on a three-month follow up, 88% of the 
hypno8ie pat ient.s , 44% of the grou.p thera.py pat::l.ents, 22% of the ch10r-
dlt~~3(~poxide p'1t:lents, and !.lone of the lobeline patients were abstinent. 
P...ol';;"'pla.ying 
Platt, Kr&lWSen, Ilnd U.e.usen (1969) got 44 nle members of a 
Cathol:tc church group to role-play either a phys:tdan or a patient in 
a scene "there a man is being told he has a.dvanced lung ca.ncer, should 
have 1m ilnmcdi..'\te cpore.ti.on, an:i should quit Sl'!!.oking. Thirt.y-b;lo per-
cent. t'f this group were abstinent at. the end of four months, a.s were 
19% of a. g1'<mp of. no-tre~t,'1ent controls. 
Streltzer and Koch (1968) he.d 30 \~()ll.1en role-playa cancer pat-
ient wit.h either a high :'Status person (an 11.D.) or a low status person 
(8. coed). Nobody in a~v group quit emoking. 
Systemati.c De!':ten:!itizlltion Therapy (SD'r) 
Morganst?rn find Ratliff (1969) reported the results of SDT on 
t3ight. 3ubj ect3. Oaly four d.thel." stopped or greatly reduced their 
sLloking by the end of t.h~. f:1:ve to six weeks of trea.t.ment. The other 
"red.uct:ton~ If Wt)rc slight J j').<) l;'''re than a s:!.x·,-cigarette-per-day differ-
ence from the first week t.o the la.st 'teek of therapy. The only other 
Cf.'.::,e~ encountered of SDT used on smokers were those reported by Kraft 
€.nd 11.1-1:::,1;;0, (1967). 'I'hey used hypnosis to induce relE.x.:r.tion on four 
of their five patients and drugs to induce relroro.tion on the fift-h. 
'I'he patients were a.ll treated at St. Clement! s Hospital, IA)ndon, l>lhere 
four of the five were inpstients a.nd 8.11 were either alcoholics or 
deperll.i.ent on alcohol in social situntions. Four of the five were bet-
ween 19 and 23 yea.rs old and the fifth was 32. All were treated for 
soc~l anxiety with the observed decrease in smoking noted only as a 
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sign indicat:br€l of better 80ciel adjustment. The reeulto of. this study 
are partiC'l11n,rljfO difficult to analyze. They could be due to SDT> the 
youth of the p~,tient.s, the patients I al{;ohol dependency, or other fac-
tors. 
Pyke, Agr.6W, and Kopperud (1966) compared: 1) an "enriched" 
g!'oap r'(ic:ehttnr.~ SDT and group sesslcns for "discussion, information 
2) a. group ,-:hich monitored its 
~moldng ftll~ t.ll,~ e1.ght weeks tha.t the enriched gr.-oup was trooted, a.nd 
3) D.n~ ... t.hGr group which monitored its lll10king only duri.11g the fir~t and 
eighth liGok8. JUl groups declined significantly over weeks, and a1-
tho~ygh the c.roups did not e:l.gnifica.ntly differ, a. groups-by-weeks 
int-.I'!1'act.ioll obt.:lined sj.gnificance "dth the SDT group showing the sharp-
e~\. decline in smoking. A 21-'~eek follcw up of the enriched group 
showed a substantial increase in smoking. 
The iro.portanee of the monj.tor:i.ng control is emphtw:1 zed here by 
the success of the monitoring groups in reducing muoking. McFall (1970) 
ha.s explored this variable a.nd noted differences between eoyertly ob-
t.ained smoking bane rate:s and thOfl!) obtained by 11elf-·report monitoring. 
v/hen ho risked (;011ege BY,':.dent 6ffioken. to record ear;h cigart-,tto, covert 
monltors reported the Dubjeet.s incroa5cd their smo!d.ng rate. 
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Ott0 ot.her study th-J.t. may fit under the rubric of SDT was done 
by Gerson and 1.a.nyon (10/1'2.). They used SDT for discomfort when not 
HIEok:tng, JY.t:tred with covert s0l'leitizRtil)rt to smoking (reu:Jd.ng 8ubjecta 
and then rei:'\ding them sccr:es of mue.e£\ and vomiting associated with 
eig.'lrette smoking). This Benaitiza'd.onov.C:iesensitization group was con-
t.rasted with Co group which p~l-ticipc·,tt:'d in sensitization discusBions 
of smoking. A $20 depos it was requir~;d. At the end of the t,en hours 
of treatment. both nlethods reduced smoking by more tr.a.n 50% r ... s recorded 
by the subj ects t'm record sheets. HOviever, 8. t t·he end of a l)-,week 
follcN up subjects' postcard reporte of Glncking for the past wt.:ek indi-
cated a consid~~ble relapse in both groups, but the sensitization-
desensitiza.tion group was still eIDoking s~.gnif1cantly less than ba.se 
rate. 
The only study encountered c:o~paring SOT to other treat~entf) 1s 
the previously reported Koenig and 1.fa sters (1965) \>lor·k that found SDT, 
shock, and supportive counseling indistinguishable. 
Covert Operant Control 
Homme (1965), in a theoretical paper, suggested that control 
over smoking could be obtained through application of Premaek's (1959) 
principle. The &!l1oker would take & covert behavior that is incompat-
ible with smoking, e.g., repeating to Mmself "Smoking causes cancer," 
a.nd increasing the trequen~y of tM.s ccovert behavior by pairing it wit.h 
scme high frequency a.ct such as drink:tng water or eoffet: and thu.s de-
creas:tng 8:noking. The covert behavior which is incol!1patible with ~ok·· 
:fng ''1ould then occur 50 often. as to reduce the number of occasions when 
smcldng t\'mlld b(~ possible, 
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Ksutzcr (1968), as mentionea above, cOl'l})<fJ.r.ed the use of the 
above procedure to the follo1,dn:-:, tr(~!'!tmel1ts: 1) Breath holding, i.e., 
"\\'henever you feel the need for. a. c:lgv.rette, hold your 1:)reath unt1.1 it 
beCOlnes painful." 2) A "massed prtfoctice" condition where the subject 
lit a.nd 8E'loked three cignrettes in ~uccession, inhaling on cue, while 
the experimenter read a script Qe~cribing the evils of smoking. Thie 
Wl~ repeated three times per session, thus th3 subject smoked nine cig~ 
arettes each session. 3) A drug placebo control ccndition. All gro'i.'PS 
were Eleen O:'1ce"'Sooweek for three weeks of treatment.. All of these groups 
were better th'3.n a. no-treatment control group, but none of these treat-
ments 'Was s:ignificantly bet-tel'" than any other treatment. This study 
had many good features in that all treatment groups were s~en fo? the 
same amount of time, a $20 deposit '~as required to curtail excess attri-
tion, and there wa.s a large number of subjectg (N = 146). Ho'Wever, the 
short length of treatment is a crucial flaw in the massed-practice 
group. Smokirlg 27 cigarettes under these conditions over a period of 
three weeks ea.n l1.ardly be considered I'm.a.ssed pract.ice. II 
Gardner (1971) compared gro~ps ,,,ith which confrontation and 
suppressi.on coverant 5tT'ategiea were tested. These groups were com-
p3.red to appropriate peeudo-conditioning controls~ The confrontation 
group received weekly sesslon8 in ,..,hleh they listened. to their hea.rts 
and l'unge on a. stethoBcorx~ while fmloking three cigarettes. Thi& group 
was then told: 1) to imc1.gine what they had heard in these sessions 
every time t.h~y ha.d the urge to smolte and to do this every time they 
en~aged in 6o~e hip:h-probllbilit;r smoking·-related beh&.vior J e.g •. , ane-
Hering the phe-ne, and 2) to enr.a.ge in this 5equenc@. at least. five 
tirr:es in ~u~ce:Jt'li.on at night. The control grf)up for this condition 
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W8,0 to do eva~ything thA exp3rir;;ent.'l1 g>'*Ot\P did except that the high-
probab:Uity beh9.vior wa.s to be in no "rlay connected to the urge to 
&'Joke. The suppression group was a eked : 1) to :bna.gine &11 of the 
positi-..re things they got froI'tI. Ollloking every time they had the urge to 
wnoke, 2) to do this frequent.ly ever.y day and to follow it ldth eome 
It'}w-pl'obo.bility behavior, and .,) to prt',ctice this five times in ~JUc­
cession. oyery n:1.ght. The control g!'Otlp for this condition was to 
tltte~.pt to ;rain insight into each urge to e.moke and to drive it cut, of 
theil:' m.inds by any means possible. 
Fiv~ of 28 subjects in the first experimental and control 
groups ccmbined were not smoking a.t the end of four months. 
Steffy, Meichenbaum, and Beat (1970) rather systematically ex-
plored the variable of coverants in relation to smoking. They had four 
conditio~s: 1) overt verbalization-action (OVA), 2) covert verbaliza-
tion-action (eVA), 3) overt verbalization-no action (OVNA), and 4) an 
insight-control group (IC). 
Covert verbalization---a~tioi'1 (eVA) entatled the subject 1magin-
ing & situation in which smoking was probable while actually emoking. 
He would be shocked at any time during this sequence if he did not 
either refuse to smoke or quickly put the cigarette out. 
Covert verbalizat,ion~lo &.ction (OVNA) entailed the same proce-
dure as overt verbalization-action without the eigarette. 
The insight-control (Ie) group searched out internal causes of 
smokir!g as a control for the advice given the subjects in the other 
groups. 
&.ch 01' the groups \",;;]'s di.vidod into tl/O subgroups of six. 
Th~ge oubi>,I"onps recoiyed thc:tr {~reatrnent 1.n Il group foohion. The 
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experimental groups were seen hlice-.'1·· .. leek for four weeks. The Ie 
group ,,,,as seen once-a-''leek for four v.'celes. The reason for the control 
group being soen for half as much time as the trea.tment group wr.5 that 
the authors thought of the Ie group as a. control only for the advice 
given in the treatment grOUp3, and not for the amount of time spent 
with the subjects. 
The trentments differed :;ignificantly. All groups showed an 
improvement over tima, but the eVA (c(;vert verbalization-action) group 
was superior and increased its supei.·iority in the second- and sixth-
month follow ups. At six months after treatment this group was smoking 
s.t 40% of its operant rate. 
Steffy, at al., explain their unexpected results (they expected 
that the OVA would be superior) in terms of the idiosyncra.tic thoughts 
and fantasies of the eVA smokers being punished by shock and thus be-
ing better able to generalize outside the laboratory than the stereo-
typed vocalizations the OVA group were asked to utter. One mlght add 
that in this sense the eVA group was more llna.tural" and less lllabora-
tory." 
Sachs, Bean, and Horrow (1970) compared three groups drawn 
from the university community: 1) an attention-placebo condition 
which relied on a rather complete smoking di:uy, 2) self-control 
group "/hose members were told to gradually reduce their smoking from 
lea.st to most difficult situations, and 3) a covert condUioning group 
whose members had to pair a highly deoirable smoking situa.tion with a 
high1y l •. vereive :Irr.E.gitled scene. Of the 37 subjects who sta.rted with 
the treatment 24 completed the expedmcnt with eight in each group. The 
mean bB>~le rates of each group were 15.875, 15.875 and 15.375 cigar-
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ettes re5~~ctively. On a one-month follow up after the three-week 
treatment the two treatment groups differ-cd significantly from the 
attention-placebo controls ".ho had bounced back to within 88% of bas€:-
ratc¥ In the covert-condi.tioning group the effect was due mainly to 
those \<lho had successfully quit, the self-control group "las apparently 
more successful in reducing their smoking while not quitting. 
Sipich, Russell and Tobias (1~74) divided 49 subjects into five 
groups compar:1ng the ef'fe~ts of nonspec:i.fic trf"..Ii\. truants with covert sen-
fdt1.zation. The groups were: & no-contact control who provided esti-
mateo of their smoking rates t~1O times, & monitoring control ",:lhose mem-
bers "mre told to continue monitoring lihile waiting for a "delayed lt 
treatment, an attention-placebo group whose members were told tl~t they 
were receiving sublimir.a.l message~ on the tachistoscope, a self-control 
suggestion group and the covert sensitization group_ The three trea.t-
ment groups: covert sensitizatton, attention-pla.cebo and self-control, 
were indistinguishable during and after. treatment. However, all t.hree 
seemed from inspection of the graph to be smoking at about 50% their 
base rate at the last (six-month) follo~l up. The three treatment 
groups were significantly lower on follow up than the two control 
groups. The three treatment groups were followed up on a. weekly basis 
for the f1rst ten weeks after treatment and at the six-month point. 
Assorted Studies 
Placebo Base Rate 
Licht.enstein, Paussaint, Bergr.mn, Jurney and Shapiro (1967) 
adm:i.nietered placebo3 to 63 p.!!.thmts an::! noted that 22% of tho Be com.-
plet-in!}, four to six weeks of troatrllf:lnt h:d fi.topped or significalttly 
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decreased smoking: at the end of SlX IT'onths. This result ls also sup-
ported by Eunt, Barnett, and Branch (1971) who reviewed the evidence 
pertaining to :roelapse rates in net (.nly cigarette, but alcohol and 
herlon treat,Jient programs too. They found practically identical relapse 
curvea for all three addictions, curves which leveled off at between 
25% and 20% abstinence a.t the end of six months to a year. Their curves 
were plotted on the basis of 100% abstinence at the end of treatment. 
locking Cigarette Case 
Azrin and Powell (1968) devised a cigarette case which would 
lock shut for a preset period after the extraction of a cigarette. Fo!' 
as long as the timer was in operation the devlce reduced smoking, but 
as soon as the timer was no longer set, allowing unrestricted access 
to the cigarettes, smoking rates leaped to previous levels. l 
Therapist Style 
Weir, Dubitzky and Schwartz (1969) in a study of three counsel-
ors used in the Schwartz and Dubitzky (1967) study reported below found 
that the most directive therapist had the greatest immediate success. 
Hov:ever, at a. four-month follow up all counselorfl' groups had the same, 
approxnnately 20%, abstinence rate. 
Caees and Conibined Treatments 
Nolan (1%8) reports he eljJrdnated smoking in his ,dfe by first 
restricting her smoking to a particular chair that faced avw.y from both 
1 It ·lr.ay be -;·T interest to note that the Hussian leader 1eonld Th:ezhnev 
is reported to carry a ::;imilar JocJdng caee and that he also (;arries 
an extra tlchea.ter ll pack in a.notr.er pocket. 
thi;~ other e!.t';:,irs in th.:" living rocm 3.nd the TV t'let. He then moved t.he 
chair t.o th{l bar-.cm<,:nt.. Z!v~h of t.hese moves wa.s follo~ied by a reduction 
(1f bY:10:dllg: b'.lt fnHed to stop h<',." smold.ng entirely. The desir·ed result 
cUd. n,')t Cr),l.i~; 2.bout lmtil 13he ccmple.:tned about her inability to ~;top one 
day and sudden:Ly qu:it the ne~:t. 
Hobert3 (1969) in eCf,f.::r1c.e r(::plicatGd Nol<.;.n' s work on h:i.Juself by 
reetr:icting r;r.,cking to the ::'6l.throoJll! t.hen adding thG restrictjcn~, of 
not l"("t.(~ine or ta.lking wh:Gc ;:;:~(;l:i'lt;' Tl:(~se measu:ces were follo","cd by 
l'educt~ C>rlD in ::?Jnokil..,g: but. ;,e did not. quit until forced to ted wj~h an 
th::-.t i~" the subject. ":['.0 to pD.:;.:: a lyl.gh pl'cbability beha.vior j foY' ex-
8.;,'lple, drinking cof.f~e, with lo~'r p'd::a.td.b.ty b~}-;&vlcr ruch at rerea.ting, 
"Smoking causen C3.nC6r. I! Goveit eensiti:~at,jon was fcllcn'ed b:l red.uction 
in smoking rat.E:, blit the smoking stabjliz~d at the 10Her h;vel and ,.:as 
not ext.ir:gu1.shed. The second procedm'c ' ... a~; then introduced J tliEl sub-
ject.s being asked tu s5.gn contX'<.:;cts t.o el:iTl'1.:Hlte smoking. This fin~l 
measure Wd.'3 followed Ly U cCHsation of smok:i.ng for both subjects. No 
follow up reperts vlerc Divt."n • 
.E.l1:tott and Tighe (1968) uned a number of trcat.r1::mt" to f,c:t 20 
Dartmouth unller-gradu3.tes and five elder univr-;.csity employe·:;s to q'.dt 
f~Ti!oking. The~r lie!'.;:, ~ 1) A11 :subjects posted. a $65 cash bend to be 
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four weeks ~nd all but four of the 25 were abst1.nent at tha.t time. On 
a. three- to 17-month follow up, only 3'7~% Viere non-smokers. 
Schwartz and Dubitzky (1967, adminlutered a questionnaire to 
one-seventh of a population of 8,284 Kaiser Health Plan participants. 
With an aggressive follow up, they received replies from 80% of their 
sample and '''Cl'e able to select 288 subject.s from a pool of 396 who h3.d 
b0en given pr.ysical axaminations. l'he large ml1:n~>er of subjects made 
possible a. sophi~ticated factol'i2.1 design cont::-olled for social ~la.ss 
a.nd comparing the effects of ind:3.vidual counseling combined with those 
of tranquilizers or placebos; to subjects rec6iving group counseling 
combined with either tranquilizers, placebos, or no drug; to groups 
receiving just tranquilizers, placebos, or no durg; to groups receiving 
just tranquilizers or just placebos. It is difficult to determine if 
the results presented a.re at the end of tre8.tment or a.t the four-month 
follow up, but treatment success, defined as a.n 85% to 100% reducti.on 
in smoking, '''las ordered as follows: individual counseling> group> 
drugs alone, arYl placebo> tranquil1.zers '7 no pills. The high group, 
",ith a success rate of 50% was, of course j the individual-counselillg-
placebo group, and the low group was the dnlgs-alone-tranquilizer group 
with a success rate of l6.7%'. The average treatment yielded a success 
ra.te of 32.9%. 
Chapman, Smith and Layden (1971) treated cigarette smoking with 
a ~"'S.riety of methode including shock, information, recording, social 
reinforcement, covert rehearsal, role playing, outside observers and 
other mea9l1res specifically tailored to the indi'ddual. In addition, 
a. $100 deposit, was used to reduce att,rition. In the fi:rot 3tudy they 
:renort ,s,ll hut one of the l2 non~c()j~ege subjects completely atoPJ'..'6d 
s,lioldng at the end a::' the five 't,reatr.lnnt sessions. HO~ .. Jever, at the 
1i1:'8'::' follow up oae month L1.ter only 33~:' werl9 nonsmoKers and a.t the 
thr'ee-, slx- and 12 .. month folloy! ups only 25% l,'1ere abstinent. 'i'flEdr 
E.ecoz'ld stuciy was 8imilar in for-mo:1;, to the first except that the Bub-
,1ects ",.ere asked to record daily d.garet.te intake for 12 weeks instea.d 
at' three weel{s a,s in study I, the out:35.de observ~rs ,',eJ"'e asked to make 
t.he same da:t1y (;ount for the same 12 \'leeks, treatment was extended to 
10 sef\::,;:ions if abst:;'nence did. not come b8fol"G that and subjects were 
e:X:p'?'c'~Gd to retu~n for booster sessions if thGy relapsed during the 
f:i,rst 'r"Ieek l'.i"tcr tNatment. 0l1€ of the 11 nubjects was not abstinent 
at the eni of treatmf,mt and the follow up::> of one, three, six and 12 
months shov/ed respectively one, two, five and five of the 11 subjects 
to be sr1oki,ng at these follow up points. Although the results of at 
le2,st t.he second study are impressive, it :ts impossible to dissect out 
of the many recthods used which methods or combinations were effective. 
A summary chart of the more important ztudies that ha.ve been 
l'eviewed follows: 
Follow ~ Y£ 
Averr:ion 

































.I.. "[here follow ups here done; t\, is number re fleets only those subjects 
,;;110 could be r<~aehed for tbe f()lloVI up. 
2 r~t.imat(~d fr~)l,l a [,;('J.})h. 
':( ~):tr:ntf:j.cant dificl'cn~w betwe,'!l1 groups. 
i ~ ;3ub:jects Wt~re from p-:'E'vious res<".:::.r'eh projects. 
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f2]J~ a:2~sti.D- 1 Bafle Subiect Sma'ce 
Nl .-~.--~ ----~!: lU? ~ 19.k Obtained Via 
Gd .. maldi & 
50-662 Lichtenstein (1969) 29 1 mo 4 
Resnick (1968b) 60 4 rno 20-633 Students 
Schmahl, et al. (1'1/2 ) 25 6 rno 57 Students 
Harstan & NcFa11(1971) 63 6 mo 64-782 Students 
Infor'T"u8.tion 
Lawton (1967) 9 15 mo 11-20 Mass media 
Hypnoois 
Hoses (196h) 50 4·.,17 mo 1'..6 Patients 
Von Ded.enroth (196/~a) 50 4~·13 mo r;6 Patients 
Graff, et al. (1966) 24 3 mo 0-88 Hass media 
SDT 
Pyke, et a1. (1966) 15 19 wk 83 Students 
Gerson & u\nyon (1972) 21 13 'Nk 65-852 Students 
Covert Operant Control 
Keutzer (1968) 146 none 3-33 Mass media 
Gar-drIer. (1971) 28 4 li,O 18 
40_1002 ,3 
Nass media. 
Steffy, et 03.1. (1970) 48 6 mo Students 
Sachs, et a1. (1970) 24 I mo 43-883 Students & 
Ha.ss media. 
1 v'lhere follo\-J= ups ;ere done, this number reflects only those subjects 
'lho could be reached for the fo]~ow up. 
2 Estimated from a graph. 
3 Significant difference between groups. 
4 Subjects were from previous research projects. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE SlIOKING TREAJ"MENT LI'l'ERATtffiE 
From the review that ha.s preceded severa.l points become evident. 
First and. most obvious is that very few of: the trea,tments worked better 
than the 25% abstinence b:l!:;e ra.to after six months (Hunt, Barn(~t.t & 
Branch, 1971). In fact, very few of the studies (:;van reported thelr 
results in t.he percent abstinent for,:1.:~t. It is L:l.chtensteinfs (1971) 
opinion based on "anecdotal and empi!"ical evidence ll (e .g., Azrin & 
Powell). 1968; Lichtenstein & Keut.ze14 , 1971) that smokers who do not 
quit but simply reduce their smoking are very likely to return to 
their pre~~tr.eD.tment smoking rate. Among the few studies tha.t may have 
exceeded this a.bstincnc(~ b<>.se rate are Resnick f s (196Sb) and Von 
Dedenroth' 5 (1964a & b). Resnick found 63% of hie !:iubjects cl£.il'Tled 
abstinence when called four months after t.reatment &nd Von Dedenroth 
(1964&) cla:1med 96.5% of his patients were abstinent at rollCt>l ups of 
from four to 13 months. 
Resnick's results are not clear beca.use he made no effort to 
ascertain if his subjects actually did follow his instructions. When 
Mar-ston and McFall (1971) performed a m.od~.fied repl:l.cation of his work, 
they found that most of their subjects did not follow the regimen. How-
ever, neither did they get Resnick's high abstinence rate and the ques-
tion At~.ll remains as to ·whcther the treatment workf' when it is followed. 
It will be remembered that when Sclunr"hl, et al., (1972) combined hot, 
S1l1oky air "lith rapid smoking and proh:PJit1.on of s:noking outside the 
laboratory, they got a 57% abstlnence rat(~ at a six-months' phone fo1101<# 
up_ lnfismuch as the group tll.'lt got hot, mnoky air End rapid slYloking 
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did not differ from !l group that got J!lentholated air and rapid smoking, 
it would seam rea50nable to conclude that the rapid slioking may have 
had some part in the succeSfl of the treatment. However, Schmahl, et 
a1. 's, (1972) treatment requires an elB.borate laboratory setting with 
exhaust fans a.nd smoke blowing equipnent th£·.t is not available to the 
average clinician. Thus, if a tighter test of Resnick'e more simple 
procedure would show that his method, when followed, could yield COIn.-
pa.ra.ble success t.o Schmahl, et 81., (1972) lt would be a boon to the 
Pl:"8.ct:S.cing clinician. 
Von Dedenroth's(1964a & b) work is also in need of a tighter 
ey.pel'~mental test. His work \<laB eS3entially a. compilation of case 
studies, \iith very little da.ta beine given about possible attrition 
rates, specific follow up periods, follow up procedures, or the nature 
of the populations with which he dealt. For example, \'/ere his subjects 
suffering from serious medical conditions that could have been ca.used 
or exacerbated by smoking? Gi.ven these methodologica.l shortcomings and 
the suspiciously high abstinence ~~te of 96.5%, Von Dedenroth'~ work 
would seem in need of replication and explication. 
Two other reasons for the consideration of Von Dedenroth's work 
are that: 1) his treatment occurs in the smoker's p~tural smoking set-
ting and, 2) can be integrated J at least tempore.rily, into the smoker's 
life. other writers (Hunt, 1973; Hunt & l1atara,7.zo, 1973; Hausner, 1'771, 
1973) have felt that the lack of these two relatGd factors l~s been 8. 
ca.use of failure 1.n previous smokinp, traatments. It should be noted 
tha.t Rosnick' s work also meets these t'rlO criteria. 
The H.eEI1ick and Von Dedonroth pA'ocedures occur beyond the walls 
of the 1a.borntory in tht:l 8ubje(~t, I S fllil'mal environment. The only p.a.rt 
of (dther\ 8 pI'CC'-!dure carried out .in the consulting room, aeide from 
ii;flt.:n1.cttons .• 1a the hypnosis in Von Dedenroth t s work, and it is such 
Ii small part of t.he trea.tment as to raise questions of its nece33ity. 
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Both treatments are a130 able to be integrated into t.he amoker's 
life. In neither case is there a. piece of clunbersome apparatus to be 
c<".rr:ted a.bout 8,nd in neither ca.se is their a great expenditure of time 
tl1r:lt might prove (tisrupt:tve to the subject' 5 da.ily routine. 
Another feature of Von Dcdenrot.h's treatment is that it fills 
the I:'inloker's life with things to do instead of sr:Joking and t.hus must 
surely en.'1..'1nce feelings of self-control. 
Thera is, however, 3. further reason for examining these two 
WOl'k8 ths.t sprlngs from more abstra.ct and J.esn p~agma.tic considera-
tions. By appealing to clinical lo)"e and observation, it couJ.d be 
noted. that, for the I!la.tUl"e smoker at least, Ellneking beha.'I.i-l.or seem~ to 
be cued by a large number of r;timuli and that these stimuli are often 
idiosyncratic in nature. Thus, it would seem reason3.ble t,l) assume that 
&oriS" treatment which is capable of brerJdng up a large numbe1~ of the 
bon.ds between these stimuli and the smoking response would be a candi-
d,~.te for a successful treatment. In other 'Words, if smoking can be 
thought of as a response which has been conditioned to a. large number 
of triggering events in the smoker t slife, then any treatmmt. i>lhich is 
capable of disrupting these bonds shoQld be successful. 
Inherent in this statement is a theory of how smoking is 
lea.rned. It is felt that the smoker may be impelled to smoke as a 
young person for relatively few reasons. For e.xf.!.f.lple, he n1E4Y 5tart 
s.moki.ng to look more mature, to "be one of the gang,11 or to t:have 5ome-
th:bg to do \':ith my hands at l)'''.J~ties.'' However, Vlith repeat.eo pra.ctice 
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smoking m~y become associated with a large number of cuing situations 
and may serve many functions for the Bmokel~. For example, some smokers 
report always lighting up when someone whom they expect to be d1sagree-
a.ble we.lks into the room; others never ~moke when reading, driving or 
engaging in other specific activities; other smokers ~~y be very con-
scious of time factors in their smoking and thus always smoke immed-
~~tely on rising, when they take their 10 o'clock coffee break or just 
before retiring. Thus, there are mnny things that inay trigger smoking, 
these cues lnay vary from smoker -to smoker and may be of a very id.iosyn-
cratic nature depending upon the learning history of the individual. 
The effective smoking treatment then should be one which oper-
e.tee ill the smoker's natural smoking environment where these cues 
exist, a.nd one which is somehow broadly disruptive of a grea.t number of 
stimuli fer smoking. 
It appears that both Resnick's and Von Dedenroth's methods appar-
ently meet these criteria. If the smoker follows Resnick's plt.n and 
doubles his smoking rate, his actions could be viewed as forcing him to 
either find twice as many events which would normally trigger his smok-
ing or he must start smoking simply to meet his quota for t~1e day 8 
With this, the new habit of amokll1g to meet a quota would be es~,bli~hed 
and the individue.l may be smoking whethor or not those evonts '''hich pre-
viously cued his smoking are in the environment or not. Smoking \"ould, 
thus s be conditioned to everything an.d. discr:ilnination w01).ld break down. 
Also, with this treatment it could be seen that in time the very act o.r 
smokirlg might OO(}OJne obnoxious as the smoker gets twice as much st:1mula.-
tion of his throat) lungs, and nel"'VOU8 f;ystem as he previously fou.nd 
ple8sant. Thus, us the treatment week wct\rs on it I:ould be ~aid t.hat 
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not- only will the t'lvE:nts which pl'eViOtl3Jy e~l(>d smoking be disrupted, but 
the respcnse itself will be punished. 
Likewise with Von DedenrothifJ treat.ment the smoker's life for 
the time of the treatment is filled with other things to do instead of 
Emoking. The smoker i.s bU!3y rep~atedly brm~hing his teeth in the morn-
ings, ignoring cues to smoke at t;pecified times of the day, engaging in 
the i..'1compatible. behavi.or of listing reasom:l why he should not smoke, 
etc. 
Hypothes:ts 
Given 1:.he a.bove considerations, tM.s study sought to explore 
the d:taruption variable in these t"IO treatmentn. It is spec:i.i"ically 
hypothesized that subjects who a.re gi'l.'en inst.>.'uctions to disrupt their 
8:t.'loking me.xhnally will show higher absti.nence rates a.nd smaller percent 
of baseline SID.oking ra.tes than groups which are given instructions in~ 
tended to min1mize the disruption of their smoking. 
l-lliTIIODS 
The Search for Subjects 
The sea.rch started on March 6, 1'174 with a 28-column-inch story 
(with (l photograph of the smiling "smoking researcher ll ) on page five 
of the Hichita .BAgle (see Appendix I) opposite the editorial p-3.ge. The 
story evidently ca.ught the fancy of an editor at the Eagle as Robert 
Heaton, one of top feature writers of the rlichita Eagle and Beacon news-
papers, was assigned by his editor to participate in the study and write 
about it. There followed from this assignment a ser.ies of usually accu-
rate and often amusing stories over the course of the experiment, inclu-
ding two front page stories. The total newspaper coverage by Wichita's 
two daily papers Has in exceas of 1.30 column inchen (see Appendix I). 
The radio and televi~ion media of rlichita ,~ere also generous 
in giv1.ng publ:i.c:ity to the project. On the afternoon of ~..arch 8, the 
investigator was interviewed on the KAtE-TV noon nelO/S program; on t.he 
morning of Y~rch 13, excerpts from an interview the night before were 
aired on the KrffiB radio morning newocasts; and spot public service 
announcements 'Were arranged for and, hopefully, aired on fi va radio 
st.&.tions. The e}..-psrimenter went through the requtsite procedures for 
h.9.ving a public service announcement aired on the aforementioned five 
radio stations, but he cannot verify th~t the spots were indeed aired. 
These measures fa.:Ued to yield the hoped-for no subjects at 
the n.rat organizat:tonal meeting, therefore, the start of the program 
was postponed for a. week in the hopes that contin1 ing publici.t:V would 
fJ..t.:IBh out mo).'e subjects. However.\ \"hen th1) necessary prelimi::19.l"'ies 
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1t:ero completed, only 27 people v.ere ready to />tart the t.reatment phase 
of the program. 'l'wenty-sD:: of t.hese 27 persons actually completed the 
treatments. Although disappoJ.nGing, such a mna,11 return for a largo 
effort 13 not uncommon in smoking treatment research (~~.usner, 1966; 
Gutmann & l·!arston, 1967). 
Because 26 subjects were fa.r fewer than hoped for, another 
smoking clinic wa.s offered after the completion of the first through 
the good offices of a hIichita Hcthodist. minister who was a subject in 
the first run of the experiment. He a.ssured the experimenter that many 
of his ~rishioner8 had expressed a desire to quit ~oking and that a 
story in his church nev:sletter plus the cont:lnuing publicity in the 
Wichita daily papers Hould yield many additional subjects. Four new 
subjects Nere obtained by this means. Six att.er..ded t.he initial meet.ing, 
one never vias seen or heard from since, and another tapered off and 
quit in the ba.seline per~_od. The rerr.aining four were divided in half 
and assigned to two of the treatment groups. The trea.tment given these 
later subjects differed from the earl~Ler subjects only in that there 
was no waiting period between the end of the baseline period and the 
start of the treatment period. 
Pre-treatment Procedures 
Heavy cigarette mnokers (smoking greater than 20 cigarettes per 
day) were solicited as subjects, but , .. hen the shortage of subjects be-
came acute, four persona whose -base rate was less than the requiaite 
one pack per day were allowed to remain in the study. 
Wllen p~ospective subjects initially contacted the experimenter, 
they were informed who the experimenter was and why th:i.8 research was 
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being conducted, of the time ~"l.nd place of the orientation meeting, a.nd 
that they should bring a ~t40 deposit. They were a.lso told the deposit 
would be returned in stages upon successful complet1.on of each phase of 
the program. It \'laS explained that this measure ,\-las designed to reduce 
attrition. In the first and second orient~tion meetings the basic out-
line of the research was expls.ined and the follow:1.ng points were COy-
ered: 
1. Personal data cards were passed out and the prospectiv-e 
subjects were asked to complete them (see Appendix II). These cards 
contained questions about the prospective subjects! smoking histories 
and health. The health items consisted of a. list of diseas'3s Hhich 
phys:tcians at the Wichita Veteran I s Administration thought could be 
exacerbated by double smoking. The persons at this initial meeting 
were asked to check those dj.seases fror.l which they suffered. ThOBe per-
sons who were so afflicted were asked to obtain a physician's waiver 
before participation in the program. As any person could be assigned to 
the doubling condition, those who had one of the above ills and could 
not obtain a medic's waiver were excused from the program. 
2. All prospective subjects were asked to collect smoking base 
rate data for one week prior to t·he start of treatment and were told 
they woulci. be asked to return questionnaires and three-day diaries of 
smoking at three and six months after the end of treatment. Smoking 
dia.ries ".'ere pa.ssed out on which the subjects were asked to record the 
time and situp.tion of each cigarette as they smoked it during the base 
rat.e and treatment phases of the experiment.. The djaries were sized to 
fi.t into an ordinary cigarett.e p<."tck (approxlma.tely '"wo by three and 
one-ha.lf inches) and the subjects \~erc asked to carry the diarieB slid 
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under the cel10~hane of their ciuu'ette packs _ They were cautioned to 
record all c:tgarsttes, even borrorwd cigarette 3 , on the smoking d:l..arie~ 
as the data thus obtained would be used in formult ... ting a.n individt::alized 
plan for each person. 
3. All subjects were asked to sign a sheet indicating t.hey had 
read a. description of the trea.tment a.nd its attendant risks, and t.o 
certify that they were \'olunteers (Appondix Ill). 
4. Questions were entertained a.nd 8,n8Ncred. 
5. The deposit of $40 was collected. This deposit consisted 
of three checks of $20, ~10 and $10 made out to the American Cant!er 
Society. The deposit \'las refunded jn instalJ.rJ.ents of: 1) $20 for 
completion of the trea.tment,and 2) $10 e1>.ch for- 8(~ading in the three-
and six-month folIo,,! up materials. 'l'he prospect-jYe subjects were told 
the depo3its would be returned independently_ Thus, a subject who 
failed to cOI:l.plete an earlier part of the program could 8tlll receive 
money back for completion of later p3.rts of the progra.m. If the subject 
did not corcplete one or another of the experimental tasks, the forfeUed 
part of his deposit was contributed to the A~erican Cancer Society. 
6. The subjects were asked to return one week later with their 
completed smoking diaries. 
7. The group was then roughly divided into four parts by deal-
ing the personal data cards into fouX' piles. The piles of cards were 
ass:l.goed one to each of the four treatment groups_ 
At the last pre-treatment meeting the subjects turned. in their 
diaries 'Nhich were quickly scanned to see how ac(;urately the subjects 
hJ,d complied with the instruct:lona. Ivben this task was completed s the 




All su.bjects were asked to continue keeping smoking diaries for 
the duration of the treatment. 
Doubling-high Interference Group (D.~Hi) 
Each member of this group was given a. sheet on which his high 
proba.bility zmoking times and situ3.tiol:15 \;e1'e printed a.s ascertained by 
inspect10n of 111.3 diary. The subject we,s then told to at least double 
his smoking during these t:l1nes and to make certain tha.t at the end of 
each day he had smoked at least twice a.s much as his base ra.te. Each 
subject had his base rate per day and new da.ily quota of double the 
base rate printed on his sheet. The 8ubject was further instructed that 
should any other altu5.tions 8.1'i8e wh:ich he knew to trigger his smokif'l.g, 
he was to a.t least double during these {J,S well. The subjects were 
given new smoking diaries and were told to keep them for the duration 
of the tr0atment week. The experimenter also delved briefly into the 
dangers of smoking and gave a short explanation of the value the pro-
cedure had demonstrated in the pasto 
Because of the difficulties involved in getting people to act-
ually double their smoking rate (Harston & McFall, 1971), a great deal 
of' stress vIas laid on the subjects truly doubling their smoking during 
the treatment week. The subjects :,wre also asked to supply the name 
and phone number of some person who might reasonably be ~xpected to 
have krlOwledge of their smoking rate. They werp. to1d the experimenter 
might attempt to contact this person at least once during the treat-
mGnt to get a.n indeperdent qualitativ(j check on thelr emoking rat.e. 
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'fhi!} ",as an empty threat a.s no ouch i nd :i.vidual was ever contacted. 
The group was told to meet for one hour or less each v:cek day 
during the tr€'atment week for support and encouragement. During these 
sessions each subject's smoking rate for the previous d.ay was reviewed 
with ~~ggards exhorted and successful subjects praised. 
The subjects were rem:inded t.hat the return of the $20 portion 
cf their deposit depended on their keeping their diar:1es up-to-date and 
tUl'ni~lg 'vh~se diaries in at the end of the treatmsnt week. They were 
also relliinded tha.t the content of , ... hat they turned j.n l-lould in no way 
influence the retuT;1 of their deposit. They were told the e.xped.menter 
was interested in accura.te datil and that he had no interest in fooling 
himself into believing tMt a smoking treatment v-IOrked when it did not. 
Doubling-low Interference Group (D-La) 
This group ioJas trea.ted in exactly the same way as the D-Hi group 
except their sheets instructed them to increase their smoking during 
periods in which they would normally not smoke, the intent bBing to 
minimize the amount of disruption of their already existing smoking 
habits. This proved to be a. very difficult task, as it was G8,der to 
d1.scern cCL."llnissions than omissions. All other instructions and meet-
ings were the sa~me as for the D-Hi group. 
Von Dedenroth-high Interference Group (V··Hi) 
The 8ub,iects in this g)'OUP had their base rate recor-de analyzed 
in the same manner as ",as done for the D-Hi ~UbjcCt8, That is, high 
e,rnoldng periods \<lero identii'lcd. When thE· f.Y'"ouj) met again after this 
B.nal~rS~l6 w~s done, each subject .. :aa given fS, t3l1eet o.t p.:lper on which h:i.s 
five h1.ehflst rate emoking perlodB W~3re 1.nd:icat.13d. 
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The: subjects were told three "'leeks from the first treatment day 
'Was "Q-<:l.ay" or quitting day. They \.;ere 6sked to change their brand of 
dgar-ettes and to keep a notebook of :ce<1.sons why they should not smoke. 
The subjects \>:e1'e asked not to smoke for one-h&lf hour during the per-
iods listed on their sheets and wero C;iven altern.ative behaviors to 
perform during those times. The particular form of the alterna.tive 
behaviors differed depending on the t~Jne of day a.nd the subjects' rou-
tine. 
Alternp.tive beha,riors included hav:tng the subject: 
, 
.... Have a glass of water or juice to drink immediately on 1"18-
ing, gargle &nd brush his teeth while noticing the fresh clean taste 
in his mouth. 
2. Gargle and brush his teeth after breakfast, lunch, and din-
ner if possible. If the urge persisted after breakfast, then he wa.s to 
go to work without cigarettes or find some other activity to occupy the 
time. 
3. Leave his cigarettes behjnd hlln, seek the company of some 
nonsmoking friend or colleague, and then work or talk with h:im. 
4. Ask a nonsmoking friend to "watch my cigarettes for a 
while ll and leave t.hem with the friend for the duration of the period. 
5. Leave the cigarettes in one part of the house and work i.n 
another. 
6. Savor a cup of coffee or other beverage that the subject 
normally doe::. not associate with smoking. 
7. Drive home from work witl:out. cigar~ttc3. If the subject 
does not dr1ve home or drivee with other c':l1okers from whom he may be 
tE,rnptcd to borrow a. cigarette, he iJ:v;mld recount for his p&.::Isengers 
or fellow commut,ers the most pleasa.nt event that happened to him tha.t 
day. 
8. Che;·; gum or flavored toothp:tcks. 
9. Make entries in a notebook of reasonfl why he ehould not 
smoke. This list was tailored to the individual circumstances of the 
~ubject, thus if one person IS wOl'k Bchedule did not permit one of the 
alternat.ive behaviors, new ones were cuggested or behaviors normally 
·-.fo.:g:~sted for other t,:ilne per1.ods were used. As a]~ subjects were 
asked to keep a notebook of reasons -why they should not smoke, ma.king 
entries jn the notebook served as a general backup behavior in a)~ of 
the t:i.me period::: I)f the day. 
At the second oeBsion one week la.ter, the srnoker was requested 
to 1ncreaae the length of abstinence in the previously identified per-
iods to one hour. The subjects were e.gain a.sked to coonga their brand 
of cigarettes, this time to a les8 desirable bra,nd. The remainder of 
the session was taken up with group dit'lcussion and encouragement. 
At the third session the subjects were asked to curtail cr 
stop drinking alcoholic beverages as Von Dedenrotll (1964&) felt smok-
L~g and drinking were often paired. It W&s also suggested that al-
though the first puff of a cigarette would t.aste good, the later puff's 
would becomE.: progressively more annoying. These suggest.ions WET C 
r(:;peuted and re.inforced during the discussion. On the 1&.st treatment. 
day, "Q-day", it was stressed and reslressed that t.he subjects had 
started 80me good habits, replaced some bad habits, and had begun to 




Von Dedenroth-low Interference Gl'CJUP (V-Lo) 
This group was treated the same a.s the V-Hi group except that 
:i.ts base ra.t,e records were combed for times during which the smoker did 
not habitually smoke. As with the D-1.o group, it proved difficult to 
find patterns of when a person d:td not smoke. 
FolloH Up Procedures 
At three months and s:h: months after the completion of trea.t-
merlt each subject was sent a mailing containing: smoking diaries suff-
icient for three days recording, a questionnaire, a letter of introduc-
tion asking him to record each cigarette for the neA~ three days and 
to fill out the questionnaire, and a stamped return-mail envelope with 
which to return these ma.teria.ls to ,(.he experimenter. It ws,a noted tha1~ 
accurate completion of this ta.sk , .. as necesse.!'y for the return of the 
remainder of the deposit money. 
The letters sent may be seen in Appcndicies IV and V, and the 
questionnaires in Appendicies VI and VII, ea.ch for FolIo)! iJps I and 2 
respectively. 
At Follow Up I those who did not respond in a reasonable amount 
of Ume l,iere phoned and reminded. On Follow Up 2 another mailing con-
ta.ining a new letter (see Appendix VIII) and another copy of the Follow 
Up 2 questionnaire was sent to laggards. When these measures failed, 
the individual was called until a response was obtai ned. 
RESUl:l'S 
Personal Data Cards 
There were eleven potential subjects who returned their per-
sonal data cards (see Append:L"{ II), but who did not continue "dth the 
experiment. A":!. analysis of the responses of these eleven people ve:-sus 
the thirty who completed the treatment pha.se of the exper1J11ent should 
provlde some indication of any differences between the treatment sample 
of smoke:t's and those smokers who show some interest in a progrml1 such 
e.s th1s but "'inO do not continue to tl-J0 treatment phase. These differ-
ences might also provide some general outlines of the differences bet-
ween the treatment sample and smokers in general. 
A comparison of the two groups may be seen in Table I. The two 
data. "'hich are amenable to statistical analysis (age at onset of smok-
ing and longest time off Cigarettes) show significant differences on 
two tailed i tests. The subjects reported start:tng smoking lat.er and 
beL~g able to quit for longer periods of time than non-subjects. The 
data not amenable to statistical a.nalysis , .. ere number of t1.mes which the 
person quit smoking in the p:tst, estimated smoking rate, and mean num-
ber of diseases. 
The difficulty in the analysis of the number-of-times-quit item 
was tha.t a. large munber of subjects gave indefinite answers such as 
('none - eort of", IItoo mt1ny times to count", "25 or 30 times", etc. Of 
tho!w 'l-lho gave nll.1ner:tcal aIiS\-lers of any sort, means were computed and 
uned. Those people who gave figures which indica.ted a range \-Jere as-
:dgned the me.an value of tz,..at range for cO:-llPutatior:a1 purposes. 
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TABLE ! 
AN ANALYSIS OF SUB-JZCt'! S .t.ND NON-STJB.JECT' S 
PERSONAL DATA CARDS 
Age at onset of smoking x 
8 







1:00 man..,. tjmes::.._..;t::.;;;9~c.;;;.ou~r.c:..:.t:::-, __ -""~;:;.!.. ~4--~~ 
________________________________ . ____ ~nQ[~ ______ J~~~~ __ ~~~ 
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Longest time off cigarettes (''leeks) x 7~24 21.6J3 ,2 
s 13.79 31.71 
Est:lmated smoking rate per da.y 36.00 32.BO 
Hea.n number of diseases 1 .17 
1 
< .05 p 
2 29 n = 
3 p < .01 
4 n = 10 
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Th~ estimated-~Illoking~:\'i;\te :tt(;I:1 pre~:ent.ed similar problems. 
H!wy p80ple gave indef:l.nHe response~ such as "about l~ packs" or "1 t.o 
2 packs." AgaJn, those people '''ho gave ranges ,,,ere assigned the mean 
value of the range. A comparison of the estimE"tcd smoking rates with 
the tallied base rates for those subjects on Hhom base rate dat.a are 
a.vaiu.blo ShOvlS that there was a cons1stent tendency to overestimate 
smoking r~tes. The subjects' base ra.te was 27.9 as opposed to their 
mea.n estirn.a.te of 32.8. The two non·-subjects on .. ,hom base rate data. are 
available both overest:tmn.ted their smoking rate by seven ciga.rettes 
each. In fa.ct, of the total 32 persons on whom base rates were avail-
able, only two undf!rest.i1Tl3.ted the:tr smoking rate. 
The data on number of diseases was not analyzed statistically 
because this variable was the reason why some of the non-subjects did 
not p.:lrticipate in the st\!dy B.nd ·"afl thus a select.ion variable. Also, 
the c: .. bsolute numbers im"olved were very small for both groups. 
Analysis of Variance of the Base Rates 
A visual inspection of Table II indicates that the V-Lo group 
rAd an apparently higher base ~ate than the other groups. To see if 
this apparent difference reached statiztical significance an unequal-
l-!'s analys:ts of variance (Winer, 1962, p. 96) for single factor data 
was performed. The results of that a.na.l~Ysis appear in Tab1e III, show-
ing the E statistic to be much smaller than needed for significance. 
The base rates were also eY~nlined to determine if the first 
three days of recording were different from the last three days. This 
information \"as used in deciding if a thrce-<3ay or one-week record:tng 







MEANS AND STANOtJ1D DEVIATIOE~3 OF ALL TREA'fHENT 
GROUPS A'l' BASE HATE AND FOLLml UP 
Baserate [ollm-J Up 1 
n X SD v SO A 
[0110"1,1 Up 2 
X SD 
..., 26.96 9.7H 20.33 15.45 23.09 15.41 
8 25.45 6.99 18.59 16.95 19.50 16.88 
6 25.45 8.15 12.05 7.45 15.93 5.88 
9 33.52 10.98 12.73 13.83 15.51 13.40 
__ ..!'SOl1~ 
'l'1"e e-trr,e nt. s 
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indicated if~ for example, there Here any short-term effects on smok-
tng rat.e which spring frOl f : the recording per se. There was no statis-
tJ_cally signHicant difference (~= .(5), and the planned threc-day 
diary-keeping ti.Jr16 was instituted. 
Treatment Smoking Rates 
Figure 1 shows the treatment smoking rates of all groups. The 
f:i.gu.rG ir.dicates that the subj ect~ who ,,'ere asked to double their smok-
ing d:ld, according to their smoking diaries, doubJ.e; and t.he subjects 
who were asked to taper off by the Von Dedenroth method did, again 
according to t.h€:ir diaries, taper in a predictable fashion. The data 
for the Von Dedenroth groups, in fact, show drops from the base rate 
to the start of treatment and at the beginning of the second week of 
trea.tment a.t precisely the times "\elhen the subject::; ",ere gl.ven instruc-
tiNts to curtail their smoking during b.Jo and one-hill! and then five 
hours of the day. The data represen.ting each trea.tment da.y are based 
on varying numbers of subjects because of inconsisterlcies :i.n the report-
ing of the data. One subject in the V-Hi group, :in fact, lost the data 
for the last two trea. tment wee;ks. Ho,,~ever, most of the da.ta represent 
numbers of sub.18CtS either at full strength or one les8 than full 
strength. 
Analysis of' Variance of Final Data 
Fi~lre 2 shows the fin~l data graphed as a. mean cigarettes-
per-treatment. Figure 3 shews the same da.ta. graphed in a grol.lp-
pe:..~cent-of~·base·-rate forrr1?t. Both figures l!Ompare ba.se rates versus 
follow up period3 1 (thn:o to five months aft(~l' treatment) c.nd 2 (six 
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Follow Up 2 
(6--8 months 
post-treatment. ) 
FICUI1E 2. Hean 1,Jumbcr of C:irar'cttcs Smoked per 
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St71MJ..RY TABLE OF A 4 BY 3 UN~UAL N'S ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
WITd REPEATED MEASURES ON HEAl'l' NUNBffi OF CIGARE?TZS 
SHOKED PER DAY Kl' BASE RATE AI\J'U FOLLm·! UPS 
SS df NS 
358.76 3 119.59 
Subjects within groups 9757.33 26 375.28 
v.iithin Subjects 
Tk:e 
T~~8 by treatment 
'.:'be by subjects with treatment 















vari.:..nce summ::l.ry of an u11":;qunl-N' s 4 by 3 analysis of variance with 
repeated measures over one fa.ctor (Winer, 1962, p. 374). The analysis 
of variance indicates the lliain effect for time a.nd the interaction of 
time and treatments achieved statistical significance at the .01 level, 
wh:i.le the main effect for tre&tments failed to achieve statist1.cal sig-
nificance. The analysis thu:'; implies that all treatments y1.elded a 
diminution of smoking over time, but th;lt some treatments yielded a 
grea tel' drop in Slnoking than others. 
Analysis by Post Hoc Tests 
Because of their equalizing effect on whatever differences 
occur at base rate, percent-base-ra.t.e datSl. have many advantages for 
post hoc anaJ.,ysi::. This remains true def'.p:i.te the analysis of variance 
of the base rates which shOv,'c:'!Q no significant difference between the 
base rates. In ma.ny senses, a clearer picture of the da.ta are obtained 
whenever the differences, hOl-Jever small, are nulled out at the onset. 
However, when one divides the group totals or means at follow up by the 
totals or means at base rate, one has no method of obtaining standard 
deviations and thus cannot perform the usual statistical analyses. 
Therefore, analyses of post hoc data will be on the untransformed data 
and on a percent-base-rate measure which will be explained below. 
Unequal-Nls i test.s were perf'ormed on the untransformed means 
of the following groups at the first follow up point: V-Hi versus 
D-Lo, V-Lo versus D-l..o, and V-Lo versus D-Hi. The results (t = 3.36, 
dt. :=: 12; t = 3.08, df = 15; t = 3.68, df = 14 respectively) indicate 
both doubling groups differed significantly from both Von Dedenroth 
g:r-cnp~i at the p <: .01 level (tr!O t.b.iled). tL) analyses were performed 
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comparing the means of the two Von Dedenroth groups or the two doubling 
groups beca.use the apparent differences were so small. Four compari-
sons (V-Hi versus D-Lo, V-Hi versus D-Hi, V-Lo versus D-I'Ii, and D-Hi 
v~~rSU3 D-Lo) were made of the FolloN Up 2 data using an unequal-N' 5 i 
test as before. Only one of these, the V-Hi versus D-Hi comparison of 
group means, yielded statistically significant results (t = 3.57, df = 
Ilj p < .01, two tailed). Although the mean value for the V-Lo group 
waB slightly lower than the V-Hi group, the V-1o versus D-Hi comp3.rison 
failed to achieve significance because of the larger standard deviation 
of the V-1o than V-Hi group. 
The percent-base-rate compa.risons are more difficult. One can 
arrive at percent-baee-rate data by means other than those outlined 
above. One can compare each individ,~l subject's base rate with his 
fellow up rate and thus ta.ke means, standard dev:tations and, ultimat.ely: 
its on these data. However, as a comparison of Figure 3 and 4 will con~ 
firms the means thus obtained are not equal to those calculated by tot-
aling each group's base rates and diYiding by the total of the group 
under question at the appropriate fo:Uow up. This is perhaps more 
readily seen in mathematical form: 
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Fellow Up 1 
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FIGUHE 4. Hean Individual Per-cent Base Rate 
Smokj.ng at Follm·; Ups. 
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and individual percent b3.se rate _. 
n· ( ) J -~ ~-/' v 
'-;- "·iER 
1,=1 
1\lhere: Xik = Mean nUT'lber of cigarettes smol{ed per day by subject 
i in follow up k, 
nj = Number of subjects in group j, 
XiI3R = It.ean nUl:1ber of cigc::.rett.es smoked per deW' at base rate 
by subject 1. 
It is intuitively obvious that: 
f.11k 
i=l 
(Hayes, 1963, p. 664) 
The data thus transformed have another peculiarity: the absol-
ute l~veJ.s of the base rates are ignored. For eY..8Jnple, a subject who 
drops from 20 to ten cigarettes per day is seen as equivalent to cne 
who drops from 50 to 25 cigarettes per' day. Both have percent base 
rates of 50%. Nevert.heless, this individual transformation does gjve 
80rrle ins1 ght as to group scores \'lith all initial va.ria.tion nulled out. 
An unequal-N t s i test of the first follow up shoT.-led the V-1o 
versus D-Hi comparison approached a. statistically sign1fic[',nt level 
(t = 1.89, df = 14, .05< p <.10, two tailed). Tbe most extreme 
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means (V,ou, \"(~rsus D-1o) did not approach s:tgn:lficance (t = 1.48, df = 
15, tvm tn.iled) apparently beee. use of the mUGh larger variance of the 
V--La grmlp. A si.'IlHar unequal-IP 9 1. test on the last follow up yielded 
a i value of 2.14 (df = 14), which closely approached significance on a 
two tailed test (.10> p:> .05). 
Taken as a whole, the results a.t the le.st follow up (the folloH 
'up of most interest) indicate that only the most eA~reme values diff-
ered. 
Analysis of Raw Data 
The raw data (Appendix XIV) yield three noteworthy featm-es. 
One is that despite the significant interact.ion of. treatments with time 
noted above, when the data are exan:J.ned for percent abstinence, there 
are no apparent differences between the Von Dedenroth Groups and the 
doubling groups. The number of quitters at Follow Up 1 for the doub-
ling groups was three and for the Von Dedenroth groups ,~as four. At 
Follow Up 2 there were again three quitters (although one was different 
than before) in the doubling groups but only two in the Von Dedenroth 
Rroups. Also, examination of the raw data shows that at Follow Up 2 
only one Von Dedenroth subject was smoking at more than his base rate, 
while seven of the 15 doubling subjects W8re smoking more than their 
base rate. The treatment by time interaction noted in the analysis of 
va.riance mnst,therefore, be due to the larger numbers of subjects in 
the Von Dedenroth groups who were a.ble to cut down their smoking with-
out becom:tng abst:l.nent. This fin:iing is dissonant with I,ichtenstein IS 
(197J.) assertion that subject$ who do not quit. are very likely to return 
to their pre-treatment rate. One aSl3umes here that the six- to eight-
month follow up :in the present study was more than adcqu3.te for most 
smokers to bounce ba ck to base rate (Hunt, et a1., 1971). 
Another finding of' note is th3.t the percent abstinence rat.e of 
23% for the first follow up and 17% for the second follow up (taken 
across all groups) is in the general range noted in the literature 
search (Hunt., et a1., 1971). 
Questioru1aire Data 
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The questionnaires for Follow Up 1 (see Appendix VI) and Follow 
Up 2 (see Appendix VII) differed only in that Question 5 contained an 
8.dditional foil in Follow Up 2 allo1":ing the subject to report that he 
quit ffinoking for more than four months. The results of Question 1 of 
Follow Up 1 are seen in Table V and the results of Question 1 of Follow 
Up 2 are seen in Table VI. Responses to Item 1--1 are listed in Append-
ices n:: and X for Fellow Ups 1 and 2, respectively. In both cases t.he 
majority of responses were for the phrases indicating the subject was 
lIsm.oking the same a.s before the project!1 or "quit after the program, but 
started smoking again and still do." Thus, for most people the program 
generally had temporary, if any, effect in their eyes. Only two people 
reported they had been totally abst:S.nent throughout the follow up per-
iod (7%). "1'hi5 finding further emphasizes the effect of the procedures 
on the reduction of smoktng as opposed to the elimination of smoking. 
Question 2 of the questionnaire yielded 23% and 17% of the sub-
jects fer Follow Ups 1 and 2, respectively, who had been totally a.bstin-
ent for the past week. One subject included in the above tally reported 
total abstinence in a telephone contact, but returned no questionnaire. 
TI1Dse figures, with the add.ition of the rmb,icct whose abstinence report 
TABLE V 
RF..SPONSE.'3 TO ITl:}! 1 OF FOLLOW UP QUESTIONNAffiE 1: 
"HOW vJOULU YOU D&SCHTI3E 1000 Sj·:OKL'lJG PATTERN 
SINCE THS SHOETIm fRC\T2CT?" 
Foil 
---~ .. .- --_. 
A. Q·'.lit cmd haven't smoked s~n·:e 
-
B. Had a few ciga.rett.es (less tha,n one pack tota.l) 
-- -
C. On and off smoking 
~ 
-
D. Smoking less than before the project 
_ ..... . 
--





F. Sr.lOking more than before the project 
-
--
G. Smoked a little after the program, out quit and haven't 
-.=<ZJTIoked [dnce 
H. Qui t after the program, but started smoktng agaln and still 
do 


















1 Tota.l is greater than the number of subjects (30) because some sub-












RESPOimES TO ITEH 1 OF FOLLOH UP QUESTIONNAIRE 2: 
"HO¥! \';OULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR SHOKmG PATTERN 
s n:CE THE Sl{OK :U~G PROJECT? II 
Foil 
... -
Quit and haven't smoked since 
Had a few cigarettes (less t.han one pack total) 
-
On and off smoking 
Do • 
Smoki.ng less than before the project 
S)noking the same as before the project 
Smoking more than before the project 
Smoked a little a.fter the pl'ogram, but quit and haven't 
smoked since 
Quit after the program, but started smoking again and still 
do 
other pattern (please describe) 
TOTAL 














Ha.!3 by telephone, completely co~_nc::lde with thE; data on absM.nence ob-
tained fl<om the smoking diariea. 
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Th~ responses to Items :3 and I ... of FolloyJ Up 1 ca.n be found in 
Appendices XI and XII respectively. The responf:Jes to Items 3 and 4 of 
Follow Up 2 can be found in Appendices XV and XVI respectively ~ In gen-
eral, fer Item :3 on both Follow Ups the doublers tended to praise the 
dia.ries and the group interaction 8.1most equally to the exclusion of 
other pointo in the program. In regards to Item h, which asked about 
the leaAt useful aspects of the program, there was a general dearth of 
responding in the doubling groups. The predomirL3.nt response was tha.t 
nothing was undE:sirable about. the program. The uther responses tended 
to scatter over practically all other elements of the progra."1l. The Von 
Dedenroth groups likev.rise responded that. on the v:hole there lias very 
little wrong with the progra.m and "lhat they did find wrong with the pro-
gram was sCB.ttered over many differ~nt a.reas with no a.rea being a .spec-
ial favorite. ~~ples of these complaints among the doublers were: 
they did not have sufficient will-po"wer, the depos:it was of no help, the 
diaries were of no help, group interaction was of no help, and the fol-
low ups were insufficient. The Von Dedenroth groups complained of such 
things as switching brands, their own lack of will-power, the deposits, 
ha.ving to write reasons why t.hey should quit, the tapering procedure 
itself, and the group interaction. 
Subjects' est:lma.tes of how long t.hey had been off cigarettes 
since the end of the treatment (Item 5 of Follow Up 2) may be obta.ined 
from Ta.ble VII. The data show a relatively even scatter of choices 
over nine foils \'lith the average subject picking the middle .foil~ 








RESPONSES TO 11'E!1 5 OF FOLLO"Ii UP QUESTIO!'.TNAIRE 2: 
"viHAT IS TIE LONGEST PE!UOD YOU HAVE BEEN OFF 




}'~ore than four months 
-
l'~ore tha.n two months 
-
D. One month 
--
E. Three Heeks 
-
F. Two weeks 
-
G. One Heek 
-
H. Less than one week 














1 Onc subject circled both D and Eo A coin flip determined which foil 
Has credited--D foil. 
2 One subject left. this question blank and one subject did not return 
a questionnaire for this follow up. 
. 
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quit a.t all, but only seven of 30 ha.d periods of longer- than a month of 
total abstinence. 
Appendix A'VII Jnalces available the adv:i.ce given the experimenter 
on Follm·j Up 2, Item 6. Appendix XIII makes a.vailable the advice given 
the experimenter on Follow Up 1, Item 6. TheRe are heterogeneous and 
difficult t.o sUl'lIDJarize, but some patterns do stand out. Hany ~ubject.s 
i..fished for booster meetine;s after the end of treatment. In fact, all 
of t.he groups asked for something of this nature on the last. treatment 
day. One group (D-Lo) actua.lly did meet as a kind of "smokers anony-
mous" for over a month following trer.:l.tment. Ot.her responses to this 
item suggested tha.t the group spirit had beEm helpful. Several consoled 
the experimenter for their inability to quit and pointedly assumed res-
ponsibility for their failure. 
Observational Results 
The study resulted in many interesting observations that were 
not amenable to quantification. The doubling cOi1dition was an crdeal. 
In fact, that was a term HM.ch some of the sv.bjects used to describe it 
(see Append:i.ces I & XIII). After the first day of doubling many of the 
lighter smokers became nauseous. Several reported they had to lie down 
aft,er dinner to avoid vomit.ing. One \wJnan was not so lucky and quite 
literally lost her lunch one afternoon. The heavier smokers complained 
of headaches. In a few days these symptoms abated and 8. grey dullness 
set in. The doubling group "'/ho lool:ed outgoing and spont.a.neous in the 
pro-treatment :ncetings began to loci;: r;rey, dra\'!l1 and lathargic.. They 
flat silently l1:'ound the tE\.ble looldJlg ll.t t.helr \"8tches and lighting 
their one-c1_garette-per·~X-nu.Tl'.b(~r-o~>w5xlUt2:3. (Ho~t of the dov.blors had 
to rigidly keep to a schedule of onc-cigarettc-per-X-minutes to meet 
their quotas). They talked about their physical symptoms: headache, 
nausea., dizziness, insomnta, rem tonp;ue, etc. Two male sub,1ects spon-
ta.neously reported episodes of impotence. In the words of one of them, 
"This project ha.s ruined rrry sex life. And it's riot because Pm not 
trying!" 
Other than the doubling groups there were few dramatic observa-
tions to be mz.de. All of the groups, uith the exception of the V-Hi 
group, developed a decided "group spirit". The standard bit of advice 
offered the experimenter was that the groups should continue into the 
follow up periods. One group (D-Lo), as mentioned before, continued to 
meet of its own accord after the treatment was over. 
The group which pY'ovided the p"eate3t alnount of trouble was the 
V-Hi group. They were rather argument3tive with one another. Some of 
them missed some sessions, thus necessitat.ing individual arrangementa. 
They 'Were often tardy in returning the:tr diaries. One subject, in fact, 
never returned the last two weeks of the treatment diaries. 
DISCUSSION 
There was no apparent effect for high verSU2 low interference. 
Tho;:;c subjects who '>lere instructed to apply the procedures during time:;; 
when they normally would smd:e cut back on smoking no better than those 
... "ho v:ere a.sked to apply them d~lring low smoking times. Indeed, a ca.sual 
inspection of tbe percent-base-ra.te graphs (FiguretJ 3 & 4) might lead 
one to the opposite conclusion. 
\"na.t ':-'hcn of the ~jigniftc.ar:.t time by treatIn.ent difference? Here 
the various Hc.yS of analyzing the da.ta. §l ,2osteriori complicate the pic-
ture. 'rhe results va.ry depending on whether one i8 using the untranc-
formed data or -c.he individual-percent-bt>.se-rate dot&.. Using the tmtrane-
fOrID(!d mean-number-of-cige.rettes-smoked-per-day cia'!,;:. ()m~ obta.ins a 
clenn separation between the doubling and. Von De<iell!'cth groups at Fol-
low Up 1. The individnal-percent-base-"ate data show only nearly sign-
ificant differences of extreme r,roups on Follow Ups 1 a.nd 2. By the 
second follow up, post hoc analysis of the untranafol'm'9d data show the 
V-Hi group continued to dlffer from the D-Hi group. The tra.nsformed 
da.ta. a.gain showed nea.rly significant differences of the extreme groups 
only • Given the small numbers oi' sub,jects in this study, it may be 
said that a differential treatment effect has been unea.rthed. 
What then 1s the nature of th3 differential treatment effect'? 
The h:tgh versus low interference condition wa.s the only planned treat-
};:\enr. d1 fference ,,!thln the doubling and Von Dedenl'oth groups. Other 
th:m this manipulation., the croups Here treat.ed s.~ much alike as thf: 
m:perilTtcnter ~otlld rnanag~. However, the basis upon whlch this inter-
61~ 
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ference separation was built vas vE'ry zhaky from the onset, as it was 
extremely difficult to find times or flituations during which the sub-
jects did not smoke. If this diff:lcult,y were as great as the experi-
menter perceived it, and if this ms.nipulation \'lere the only systema.tic 
difference with1.n the groups, then there is no possibility of a differ-
ence bet"Jeen high and 10'1'1 int.erference conditions of each treatment. 
If, per cha.nce, the experimenter ha.d greater success than he 
suspects in finding times '''hen the stiokers habitually did not smoke, 
even then there \-lOuld have been little effect in the doubling groups. 
In the doubling treatments it was such a. strain for subjects to meet 
t,heir quota. of double smoking each dllY, that, for the heavier smokers 
in each group, it. was simply not possible to concentrate on specific 
periods or situstiol1s at the expense of the rest.. They were cha.in smok-
ing from the minute they got up to the t:l.me they collapsed gasp:l.ng in 
bede 
For the Von Dedenroth trea.tments it is conceivable that for the 
first treatment toofeek the 1'i va one-half hour interruptions of' the mnok-
ers routine could be targeted rather specifically to smoking or no 
smoking periods 1.n the subject' 3 normal pa.ttern. "lith the no smoking 
t.mes increased to one hour each, a:J l'laS the ca.se for the last two trea.t-
ment weeks, it becomes more difficult to separate the high interference 
from the low interference cond:tti.ons. Thus, even if the separation bet-
'Ween high and 10YJ smoking times were successfully made, the effect such 
a Sf:paration would have on the Von Dedenroth groups would have to be 
resultant mainly from the first week'B treatment. Also, not only would 
one have to account for an interference effect, rosltltant from only one-
th:iTd of the treatment, but on':) would }-w,ve to a.ccount for a.n effect in 
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the d1r-ecticn opposite t.o that preciicted. 
For these reasons it :ts arguccl that the observed effect was a 
difference between the doubling and Von Dedenroth groups which is some-
"Ihat befogged by the small number of subjects. 
One variable on Hhich this study may be cOj'np..qred with those 
which came before is the variable of percent-base-rate-on-folloYl-up. If. 
one refers t.o the preceding literature rev:i.ew one will note that the 
percent base ra.te herein obtained for the Von Dedenroth groups ,~as, on 
the whole, equhra.lent or superior to, those obtained in previous stud-
ies (Koenig & l~a.sters, 1965; Steffy, et aI., 1970; and Sipich, et aI., 
1974). Thus, the results for the Von Dedenroth groups in this disserta·· 
tion may be vie"led as rather promising III light of the previous research. 
As noted in the results section, it is unusual to hG.ve a trea.t-
ment which resulted in a long term d:i.minution of smoking rate. The 
usual finding in the literature (as reviewed by Lichtenstein, 1971) is 
that the percent base rate figuree are heavily influenced by the number 
of subjects who have quit entirely. Here too this study appears to 
differ fro!ll those '-/hieh have come before. The Von Dedenroth groups 
showed a sustained drop in smoking wit~out showkg a.ny more abstinence 
than the doubling groups. An explanation of these results may be had 
from the nature of the treatment itself. To wit, the Von Dedenroth sub-
jects ,,[ere forced t.o examine their smokir,g through an extensive diary 
keeping procedure a.nd were thus able to ga.in a cons1derable degree of 
awareness of a habit which most reported as automat1.c. In addition, 
the trubjects were provided with many alternativeB to smoking. Thus 
both 'iron Dedenroth groupo mr:i.y have eainfd awareness of the peculiar 
Bt.imnll which triggered their own smoking and were able to substitute 
AfJ is known from the sex-· 
\1:,1 dcv:Lnthm l:ttcra.ture (Fr8cm,"'~n, 1(172), it is very d1ffiCl.!lt to elim-
a~)lc t't,r.eatm-sDts li rrovid8d in the Von Dedenroth groups may hnve been 
tlv:) ~)u.b,.rtitut.jons \·:hid: 'Jere avaD.able to trle t;ubject. 
\\1!1atever elsG may be said abO:lt tte8e results they are moet 
(.i.85 •. U'::]ci}.ya .f,j,i1'll·t; to replicate Res:i:l.ck (196Sb). On.:;: clear dlfference 
19,sg&, &. b; SC}'~:;hhl, I:lt &1., 1972) j G tha.t t.he present sa.m-
ple 1W.!J Ql-"aWll f!·(,~ e. non··stuclent pc)pul.'?1.ion. There Wf.1S or.ly one full-
It lll"?ly be t.r;?"t one or the pn(;nCl;lf.mll observed 1.n bo:ch the Sch-
th~.G (\008 not l"tlle out th3 p~s~ibiJ.1.ty ~',h"it t.he students thow;ht they 
:mlg~lJ~ '..;t;i{e hi.t; clasnes fJ01H8 day. Sure 1;)' thls va.riuble is nut, opc~~ative 
in tho ::l':'esont stud.y. 
The metllod. of l'ec:i.~u1tm(:n~_. via!::) a. good deal ').L'J'erent 1.u thlH 
and viewsh1p of the newspaper and broadca.st media.. 
Another difference in tho populations of the present study a.nd 
the previous increased smoking stud1.es was that this population, being 
older, had a more lenGthy smoking history than the student samples. 
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Thus, the smoking habits of the subj'3cts in this study were more deeply 
ingra.ined than :i.n the studies using students as subjects. It might be 
that t.he l-Jorks of Resnicl: and Sch:nahl, et a1. $ are specifically targeted 
to student populatione with their short experience with smoking. Thus, 
smoking experience, or. a.t least subject variables genera.lly, may be 
very :importa.nt in the doubling treatment. It may be interesting to note 
that of the two doubling subjects "/ho were able to remain totally abst.in-
ent from the end of trea.tment one was the youngest subject and the only 
full-t~ne student in the study. 
These results may also be vlewed as a fa:Uure to completely 
replicate Von Dedenroth (19648, & b). Although theoe results appear to 
be more encouraging for the Von Dedenroth treatment than for the doub-
ling treatment, this study surely did not obtain the fabulously high 
success rate reported by Von Dedenroth. A large difference between the 
present study and its parent work, however, ca.n be rather clearly spec-
:1.fied. Von Dedenroth viewed his treatment as a hypnotic treatment and 
induced trance sta,tes in all of the instruction periods. Thus, a factor 
misbing in theBe treatments that was present in Von Dedenroth's origiruLl 
"wrks was the hypnosis. Clearly if one wishes completely to replicate 
Von Dedenroth, hypnosis ;'lOuld ha. ve to be used. 
'l'he gentle reader may remember that in the analysis of the lit,-
(fraturu sear.~h the author felt thls difference to be small. However, 
f'S the tluyi ng implies, the difference bet"leen mountains and molehilh 
is one of pe:rspectiYc. From thls vantage pojnt hypnosis looms rather 
larger on the hortzon of reseal'eh. 
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v·,lhy then was the Von Dedc,nroth treatment apparent.ly superior to 
a doubl:ing treatment? A possible ans;.[er may be found in the subjects 
common observation that they found their habit to be automatic and un-
thinking, and that the diaries helped to m.ake them alvare of their a.uto-
matic habit. The subjects :i.n the Von Dedenroth treatment had more time 
to utilhe the smoking diaries than the doubling treatment. In the 
doubling; treatments the smoker was able to observe his habits undistur-
bed only in the one·-week base rate period. In the Von Dedenroth treat-
ments ea.ch smoker had, in addition to the base rat.e period, three more 
weeks of observation of his habit at some level of intensity. The first 
of these three weeks interrupted the subjects' smoking for only two and 
one-half hours per day a.nd the Jatter t.lr!O Yieeks int.errupted the 1:iUb-
jects' smoking for a maximtun of five hours each day. 
It is felt this more intense observation of the smokers habits 
plus the substitutions which va-e available may account for the possible 
treatment af.fect. To restate a point, these substitutions, as is Imown 
from the sexual conditioning literature, (Freeman, 1972) are fruitful 
when dea-line with appetitive behaviors. Thus, if one eliminates a.n 
appetittve behavior without substituting in its place some other behe.v-
ior the subject is likely to go back to the undesirable appetative beh-
avior. 'J:'hc substitutions in the Von Dedenroth tl'eatment provided the 
subjects ,-Ii th scrnething else to do instead of smoking. In summary, the 
Von Dedenroth subjects were able to observe their smoking habit for a 
longer period of t.ime than tho d(')uhling subjects. They vley'C then able 
to lnsert the vb.riou:.> substitute behllvior3 ",h:l ch "lere suggested to them 
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when pat.terns in th(dr smoking hehavior' were ob!3ervcd. 
\i'Jha.t of the generality of UJ(:S8 results? '\1}mt fa.ctor~ in this 
study a.re there thc.9.t would point to the use of these techniques ,,:ith 
wha.t groups? "'Then the subjects of this study were compared with the 
non-subjects ... -Jho responded to the publi~::!.ty, went to the initial meet-
iug, f'.nd filled out the Personal Da.ta Cr.rdz, it will be remembered that 
the non·~subjects tended to be the poorer r:i.sks. They ha.d begun to smoke 
earlj,er and tried to quit more often with lees success < Thus, it might 
be r-itd.d that the population used. in this study \'lac of highly motj.vated 
volunteers who l'wre likely cand~_d.a.tes for success. This, hOI-lever, ~_s 
no particular drawback fer generality, for unless one is seeking coer-
cive treatments which can be applied to poorly motivated non-volmltecrs, 
this 1s the population with which the practicing clinic:i.an would be 
dealil1lZ. 
"'ihat of the other subject variables such as the reaemblencc of 
this popu.lation to the sorts of people to'l':ard whom a smoking treat.ment 
would cOnllil0nly be aimed? Here one finds a major virtue of this disser-
tation. This study dealt with a group of ou.bjects who more closely 
resemble people-in-general than those smoking studies which rely upon 
that white rat of clinical psychology, the college sophomore. r1'116 bus-
inessmen, housewives, CPA's, insurance salesmen, secretaries, nurses, 
construction workers, dentists, and school teachers who made up the 
subjects of this study provided a far more diverse group in age, educa-
tion e.nd social cla.ss thlm college st.udents, and TrAy thus be more re-
presel".t':ltive of people-j.n-gel"leral than a college population. 
Future research nny be pojnt:~d in two directions by this dis-
sorta.tion. The first di;:-ecti!Xl, fiS mentionod before, i8 the explora-
tion of hypnosh. in the Von Dedenroth treatment-. This dissertation 
aSs8rte. that the Von Dedenroth treatment rnay have promise. If a care-
ful t.est of the full trea.tment, including hypnosis, shows any increa.se 
in th8 effectiveness of thls a.lrea.dy successful treatment, then this 
result, may lea.d to theoretical ins1 ghts beyond its obvious practical 
import. 
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The other direction t01'1ard which this research points is a 
furthE~r exploration of the interference variable. For reason3 explained 
above, this dissertation did not adequ&tely explore the va.riable of 
intcy-ference ,dth the smoking habit. It a,,,;aits some new vehicle or more 
resourceful explor.er before its function :in smoking can be cleared up. 
APPENDIX I 
NEViSP.AP i11 PUBLIC TI'Y OF THE EXI~il{ lliENT 
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'1$-- One theory behind the 
double smoking approa':h i~ 
! thilt the person makes n, ;msnlf ~;cc- 0' I" "Th" gl'" 1 . 1, .... -.-,1. , .. .1. \,.. .I\,..- ... "
I '.vhD origir;atcd dOli b I e 
'1 M ~ I smuking went frl):;] O;:e to 
• ... -. '."1.. ;.~. I [;',n p~"k' .~ ..;-\." S"l" "';d • ~. I • ~..... u\,. .... U ... . '~, a t'I. .J<"<'J. • ~-\r,,\t '] "~l !lle "I'd of' a \\,nek he t' I ,", ~ f. "111 ... ,1... ..... • __ 1 ~ ~ ~~ bI t;" COUldn't stand Uw _sight of 
ill -
. By JA:"E FLOEI\CHI~GEit - Salk explained in an intcr~' . For the latter groull, Salk ;---' ~'---"'h" 
Staff Wrilpr view that he will be testing said. meeti!1gs will be; 
U:em and r;';it." -il 
But another sc])ool of. 
; i\'eed ~e]C' to quit smokl!1g? two methods of helping people scheduled on four consecuti'!8 r 
Well, YOl:'rc nccced too. Quit s1:lObng - the only two Thursday evenings. The first // 
" thOUg11t is that a~most. 1 constant smoking ;vipcs Out :[ 
J the cues that cause smokers I_ 
e to reach for a cigarette., i "Suppose a guy smokes when I ""~~. 
A research project testing that have shown any promisc, group will mcet hriefly each. A;'<t 
mct:-:ods of kicki;lg the habit he a.dds. P.~rt of Sal~'~ inter- __ weekday night dUring the h,~ 
'sill Sf)cn get [.nder way in est IS to ilnd Ollt woy thcse double smoking period. Ec~h r ',) 
Wi.:.hita provided the app~oaehes seem to .work. . grol;ps will spc<1d about a ~'\"_~~;;""""'::--: 
!" re5i;.arch~T cor;,es up with H,j~ ,Plan IS to dlv,lde .t~e wee:'; gaLhcrim' data about ~::., 
'j he gets bored or at a jub wei! i ~ done or when a"gn a: his I 
S";Jjcct'i. pal'LIClpants rar!~omlY, !illO their personal smokir.g :;" . ./ "" 
? Jck:.a-day smokers or tv·:o groups. The ftfst w111 be habits. r;""'u:~ ~ .. ~~- ., 
",co. '~~i hoss. Xonc of these tI~in;s '\\,ill I 
.' /~~~ bc a C'~le to srnol~c any ]:)nger 
"-"1 
b I' 80 F 3,L-eJ to "~ub'n '\-n;~ no~~'al " ·t· 1 " '11' < .. ' • ':>I 
. )c:~tcr a:-e nC2~.Jea -, o~ ,..."''"':~ ~ u\,I • .' l'G ~'~~"l l.. HI.. T11e IUl la -r E:eet!ns. \V.1.! u<=: 5~~ B' '~\._"'~ .> .. 
thC;';l: ,.-'l.lld to assure tnat the < a,~ of :",mokll:g fOt one week, 6: 30. p.~. ~!arCh 12 II< thr! ,A .1~._~: ",. 
, ~ bcc~H~se he \','il~ alwa:;s hase a 
~4 cig2rctte in his hand." 
""'m:lC!-!:-2 non·srr.okers are then qU1L.. AudItOl'lUm. Interested pc;--
Totally? "Forever and sons are asked to call the'VA adc(1u3.~cly moti':atcd, each 
\';E! iJe rcc;~!i:-c:d to put up a 
$.i0 d~P0S!t v:!1i~h will be 
rctc:r!1l;j in lhre~ installments 
as each proj~ct requii'emcnt 
is (,Jr:~Dl'-.:tcd. 
Take caul'a;c thot:gh. That 
'dco~ ~:·:t !TiCCln one IG':;cs 1~!'~ 
money if be fails to join the 
ra:l\.::' of the '...-e2d free. 
B~(t fir~t. meet researcher 
Gary Sali:. Sai" is working on 
. his doctorate in psychology at 
:, the Cr,iversily of Louisville 
__ (Ky.) His project is being 
cond~cted under thc auspices 
of W:chita's Vet era n s 
, Adrnin;strG.liull Center, where 
,he is interning thb year. 
ever," he assures.. psychology department in ad. 
The other group wii! be va'nce to !cave thr::ir [nrnes, 
<1sked to gr:du311y chanr.c All pac't\cilJants are rt;quired 
their smoking habits; at the to have their physicians' okay 
same time dec rea sin g to participate. 
con~umplion. For instance, he Salk said !Joth apr;rouchcs 
iilustratcd, if a persoll have met with relaLve 
smokes as soon as he success in prt~vious research 
a\',akens in the morning, his efforts. 
starting a::>si[:nment mi;;ht be "Other people have sotlen 
to have a glasss of orange as high as ;: 60 Dcr cent 
juice, savoring its taste and success rate with tr:e double 
feel in his mouth, before he srr,oking apprrJach. The other 
smokes. is not quJc so clear. but 
The demands get tougher probably better than chance," 
with time. he said,- explaining tilat the 
chance rate runs 0111~' about 
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GARY SALK 
'1 Why the' $-10 . deposit? ':~ "Smokers are notoriOlis for 
1 starting O!.lt on these 
,1 prc\;ran::-; unci. droppir:g out," 
~ hi': said. "so vt'hat has t:Jeerl ~..;.. 4 C'l'",., .... 1'"'' fll '~...:;!,- tl'cm .. " p"t 
"\''':'J "-'\'..j '- u.., J :'1. ~.,} .. , 
. dOI'.n i\ dCilo"it and it's 
worked like a ·charm." . 
The money wi!! be held by ; 
the VA, Salk said. and mailed 
to particirants' as tl1CY 
comp!~tc 2.ssignmcnts - $20 
••. Smokin<' researcher .• , on compI~lio!1 of the 
b treatment pnase, $10 when 
they turn in a fC!IOIYUD_ 
q1lestionnaire c:t thp. end of 
three rr.lJnths a l1d the other 
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Forty more 'vohmteers are 
needed for a cigaret smoking 
research projcci, IlCl'c, accOl d-
ing to Gary Salk, a PWC!1C1!Ogy 
researcher at the University 
of Louisvilie (Ky.). . 
Smokers who want to kick I. the habit will gather at ii: 30 
tonight in the Veterans 
Administration Auditorium 
to participate in the research 
, program. 
The project will require SO 
volunteer 5mokers who will be 
asked to deposit ~,,10 each \lith 
the VA. The money will be re-
• tnrneu at intervals as research 
conlinues. 
r The projecl will divide smo-
kers IIltc two groups. One 
. group will double cigare!.te 
I 
i, consumption then quit "cold 
lllrkt~y" \vhilo lhe OUH'l' group 
will tapcl" off. These (11'0 1 \\'0 
mclhods which have worked 
best in lhr pc,s!) Salk said. He 
hopes to find out wh~·. Sinok- , 
ers with ~n)(lkiJ1g rd:'[cd di- ' 
SC'ClSC'S \vill he a~;ked to have I 
Iheir physician's approval for 
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\
' more. and cnJoYlllg l~ less a" s he ta~e; "0 per a t ion Oversmoke" 
part In. research to nelp smokers klCI' Wednesday. 
opened 
the habIt.' "" It' 't f . t b . '" . 
I • ,- ' IS par 0 a proJec emg con"u"::"c~: 
I By BOB HEATON by Gary S21k, a p~ychOlogy l'C2c:::re!:cr 
Staff \'.riter 
Once upon a time. fellows in 
bl'cechcioths performed a solemn 
cer~n:,ony in w~ich fumes from 
s:nolGcnng plant leaves were dra',V\1 
into the lungs. It was grave and 
frau;htcd v:ith dignity. 
Thon a tourist named Raliegh dropped 
by the village, tr:::decl a consignment of 
beads for a bo:Jtiuacl of ceremonial 
lea\'os and lcit to set UP. a pipe shop in 
London. 
II-jngs haven't be€n the same since. 
Smoi,ing has gone steadily downhill. 
Or.:c Sir W:Jiter had addicted a few 
Londoners to his smoldering plant 
leaves, the magie died aWay. 
Smoking has been taxed, lambasted, 
co:-r.puterized, inc 0 r p 0 rat e d and 
mechanized. . 
Smokers h:lvC been bombarded w,ilh 
ugly llames. such as "air polluter," "Cig-
arette fienu" and worse. They have boen 
relegated to the back of the airplane, 
train and bus. ~_ . _, ,~." __ 
from the University of Louisville (Ky,) 
in cooDcrati::m vdh the Vckrar.s 
Admini:;tration 
• Sa~k is investigating ci!iarctte 
addiction and why some techniques ;or 
kic:,:ng the habit work better than 
"others. . , 
He h:Js divided about 30 volunteers :nto 
"oversmoke" "a n d 
groups. 
"lU'ldcl'::>mokc" 
Unrle:,smokers arc using a technique 
whic.h involves tapering off their habit.3. 
Ovcrsmokers will double cigarette 
consumption for seven days, then quIt 
"cold turkey." 
The oversmoke technique zeros in on 
"cues" ,.which t:iggcr the liciht-uP 
response. It is a tJerapy designed to 
"shotgun" away the effectivity of the 
cue or h:Jbit. " ,-,' ", ' 
For example, a voiunteer who lights 
up a cigarette when he c.wakens in the 
morning is assigned the task of 
cliain·smoking ei!!ht -:igarettes within 45 
minutes after waking up in tthe morn-
ing. That is difficult. ' 
'One VIP-O smokes after meals is 
assigned the task of chain-smoking eight 
ci~aret~es a;~cr each me31 of the day. 
CornirJg in on top oE the ei;ht wake-up 
Cig;!f2ltCS, the t h co r a Ii y begins to 
eryc.tJlize By th,,; end of the seventh, 
:-;n~o:';'e has rcv,~rtcJ to fumes, unpieasant 
ones. ' .l 
: By the end of th~ ci;:;hth ci;:;a~tte after ' 
lunch of th~ fir:~t day, smoki:1g has 
afre~idy ~)tcJn:e a tircSOlne cl1ore. And 
with 51,:': days to ;u, the yoluntcer begins 
to sec V'll)' going" cold turkey" might 
not be so bad "ftcr all. 
: ,The picture of John Wayne li;hting up . 
on the range loses SOr:1E: of its Juster. J 
The .i,Jurlboro wan r3ilseatcs.' 
, , Winston doesn't taste so good. 
,~ You try not to (hi;,k about what 
happens to hams in smok"hm;se:;. 
Bv mid-afternoon v;i:h onI'! 3S of Lie 
asslgn~d 65 coifin nails spIked away, the 
task ::eems endless. , '; 
.. , The s;x in the oversm'okc grouo con-
sists of three females and three maies, 
c:1l married. 
, Doubie~smoking means less than a 
,pack a day [or one volunteer. He quit for 
:more thar: two years once, he said. This 
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(Continllc(1 From Pa gc I) 
:.f;;,;'t,dministration for iive conseclltive 
• .,,' 'weekdav nights. They .areto cLeek 
. progress, Salk said. . . 
Nobody really wants La become a 
Olw':.lung baskcl casc, I\IoLivalion is no 
problem, 
',,, They arc also to IPnd moral support 
for puffed-oul ovcrsmokers, 
After smoking more or less steadily 
'-:L fol' more than 20 veal's e\"ernl"!lCre 
. except in church. the idea D.f kick'ing tbe 
::.;J1abil is interesting. 
) Salk stresses motivaLion as a critical 
, Jact,nr, ' 
,." .. , Of course. everyone has secn the sluff 
pul out by the Amcriol1 Canccr Society, 
.... It deais with Illngs, It is somcthing likc 
.. :-:U1C movies shown recruits by the Army 
. in years gone by, Lo warn lhem :l bout' 
\ evil women, 
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:~ Sl11o/ces Sn]olcers Ol.lt 
r - By Bon HEATON 
" Staff Writer 
Like any smoker of' l110re 
than 20 ye8rs standing, I h~\'c 
,I regarded the possibility of 
: kicl;in~ the habit in the same 
. light as i 'funning the 
.' [our-minule hlile pushir.g a 
:' wheelbarrow. 
Howeve,', there is hope. 
"Operation O\'crsmokc" 
has been underway for the 
: past five and one-half days. II 
is a simple program, 
, desigI1('d (0 make nonsmokers 
, out of nicotine fiends. 
, The researcb progl'<11l1 is 
'heing condm:!ecl by Gary 
S'IlI, a P<\'Chlllogy researcher fl:O;l{ the Un'[versily of 
Louisville (Ky.) with the 
cOCJl1cralioll o[ Lhe Veterans 
Adn1inist rat ion. , ' 
The program, sou n d s 
(erribly simple - YOli FInoke 
your;;('lf h8![ lo dealh for a 
\\'eck and then quit -- cold 
turkey. , 
Doesn't sound reasonab,e, 
does it? 
Well, one of these days, try 
doubling youI' cigarette 
consumption. Every day. 1"01' 
a week. ,Zero in on times 
'. when ))ou mosL enjoy 
smoking, like after mc~ls and 
when VOll wake up in the 
mornil;g. "Shotgun" those 
periods. Cha in-iill1okc: those 
times to de3lh. SIX, right, 01' 
tcncigarctles. one right 
after the (it 11('1'. Keep a g;15pCt 
lit lip and in YOllr mouth or 
hand most' of the rcst of day 
, .. and ni~ht. 
',' After a dav or S8, SIl,llkil1f; 
is a chol'C', ,\lid a tiresome one 
<Jl thaI. YOllr llings k'gin to 
fr,::l really lwavy and YOII1' 
throat begins to rasp UIl-
\' naturally. , 
Sleep, aftl'l' a day milking 
like an ccoi(lgy tlm'at, is diffi-
cIIIL YUill' hody is trying to 
tell YOII something' alarming. 
I Afler a few clays, you'll be 
'.likc the guy with the ner\'ous 
IInclerarrns, [cHing yourself, 
"Il'sl working. n' : .. 
~~alk (old the six of us in 
O\,cn:,mol,c Group 13 the tecil-
nique worlls auou! (){) per 
cenl of the time~~a rate for 
nicotine fiends, who arc fa/la-
tic addicts. . . I 
lIIv rate for the first fO!Il' I 
day<; was 65 cigarette's. On the 
fifiliJ day, I bumped it to 80, 
.')81;; h<1c1 lold us c1i~c:omfort 
docs have a place in thc ther-
apv. I didn't find it with 65 
cigarette a day. 
I have a very high discom-
forl threshold. 
Eighty cir~ard:es a day is 
11F,re tiresome lhan III1COI11-
forlable. You havc to smoke 
all day and h;llf the night, 
/lon-slop. You lose youe Gary 
Cooper cigarclle - lighting 
technique and your John 
Wayne squillt - in - the - smoke 
;,azc. Any Paul I11uni class 
goes. You just sit and work 
your way through an 
incredible paB of acrid 
~moke. 
It's working. 
At least O\'ersll1okc B gcts 
10 stay with their rcgul3r 
brand. Oversll1oke A had to 
switch. , 
Two 111 or C' groups <1 rc 
gasping through tllC' proE(ralll, 
Thc\' arc Ullcll'rsJllGkp A and 
Unrlcrslllol\c II" Thc\' arc 
~!lppooecllo lJ'(~ t;lJ]('rin~,i orr. 
Thry pJ'olJably arl:' f'nviolls 
of Ille O\'Cl'o,lllllf;e folk. 
They shouidn't he. 
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By HOB HEATON 
Starf WrilE'!" 
I quit smoking four days 
ago. 
That's a long til11e. Ask 
anyone who quit smoking fOllr 
.,:','l. days ago, Ile'lliell YOll \hal's 
II>. a long time. 
"1; The Fhock of nicotinc-free' 
" living hasn'l ill'en entirelv 
ullpleasant. BuL n10l'e thall :10 
years of carefree air pollulion , 
makes fol' a po\\'Crflll habit. 
t·;!t 
Aboul 15 habit-kickers are 
,~.:", C()g~ in an cxperimental' 
.,~," machine Oilt'I'i1!ed by Gary 
',". ~;)Ik, a flsvcho:ogy rc~'c8rchcr 
',;;~ with the Un{vct'sily of 
; - '., L 0 t1 i s v ill e (Kv, ). In 
I~"~ cooperation wi'lll the 
" '~ Vet c )' an s /\dministra! ion 
I";,, herc, Salk is trying !Il find out 
,hI \':l1y som(' ways of kicking the' 
" habit work bettcr than olhers. 
• 1-:'1 
We eallcd Ollr group 
act I y i t Y "Operalion 
Ov('r.:;nlOke" becallse it 
required llS to dO\lhlc our 
cigarette COI1<;:lln jllicn for 
seven days and then quit, cold 
turkey. 
The initial rcaction to no 
sn10ke was ~irnple relipf. 
But an old, ole! habit docsn't 
work up front. H's more like 
a low whisper from the hack 
row, niggling amI insidiolls. 
TIl"t bout \\'ilh withdrawal 
symploms Illl'lled C'lIt to be a 
nonstop rmlnd of shadow 
boxing wit.h m\'self -- a ycry 
difficulL sort of thing to win. 
Some expretations ha\'e 
all'cndy been confirmed. 
Salk told 11S om scnse of 
sl11ell would ,h;l['pf'n up. lIe 
WClS right. Sincl' goin,':! cold 
turkey. I C,,11 nick lip 
cigar('lte sll1(1ke from 100 
feel in any direction. 
A sllloker couldn't rIo thnt. 
A researcher has plIbli;::hcrl 
a study which showed night 
,vision might be damaged hI' 
l'O!1loking, Tlly night vision 
hasn't il1lprovd, Da~' vis inn 
may bc drocayillg, r'·TI1. The 
fir.:;t rl;1J or Oper,,(ion 
Smokeless, I rlro\'(' mv 
faithful Ber(}e into the hilf'k 
hllll1per of a pichlp !nlck. 
The tr11ck dir]":l even ilinch. 
The Beetle did. 
Sellk ~IJl!gestcrl ~llm or 
mints ]llir,:ht be okav as 
,substitutes, i( anyone wanted 
to try them, 
l\linls l:light he nb,', hut 
IInless t.he ('old tlll'ke\'itc is a 
,strong gIJI11 111:ln, 'chewing 
coulo lead to "S;,nta Anna 
,hl\v. f) 
\ 
This is \\lJf're \'()tJ ~l"rr 
nilc'lt tim'r' ~,t i('l!s I;f r~lJl11 in 
'<ll once ;!I~d \\'''1 k nn it. AhoJlt 
lhe middle (If :\ chew. t.he 
-------
novice rhnmpcl' mrly let his 
j;J\\' fail ouL o( proper 
alignmcnt: 
On t.he upswirw, automatic, 
attempts to restorc~ ;1iignnwl1t 
will rip up muscles on tha 
a~c(,J1ding rClmus of the 
]llandihle and p () S s i h I y 
,0<11113;;<' !Pl1dol1s there. That's 
I'ir:hi ill front of the ear, at 
the hinge. 
J( isn'tlil\lclr diffrrrnt from 
catching a stiff right hool" 
Santa Anna ,Jaw milkes 
opcninr~ lhe mouth painful. 
Eating is Jl<linfl11. C11CII'in,C; is 
almost impossible, It hurls. 
The Alamo \V8S o\'er in n , 
d:]\'s. 1'pxas avcl1P,cr! that in 
six wecks, We ha'\'(, slIifrred 
frol1l chicle for mol'(' th<ln a 
ccnlury, Sanl.;j Anll'1. who 
introdl'lccd thc stuff to' 
America, got the l:1stlallgh . 
Hahit kickers alT' hetter off 
\\'itholl! more 11nndicaps than 
Uwy illi'cndy face. 
~alk told liS 0111' seilsI' of 
tastc \\'oltld improl'(', J\S soon 
rtS I C<lll chew again, 1'11 trv 
it. Onr's appclitc is sup!1'l'icd 
to improve, It prohably \\ill. 
o p c rat ion NO"llloke 
yoluntcrrs are slIpposed Lo 
g;lfhcl' at the Vetcrans 
Administration tonight. (or a 
('om Jll\l 11<l I n:1il - ('hew. By 
then it \\'ill bc five days. A 
long timc. • 
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By J;OB IIEATO:-: 
Slaff \\"riter 
Ncrn~-battcrcd survivors of t. .•• 
• " Opr'ru.ciOIl 0 V e r is m a k c 
. pt'-:erd [or a [;:;al meeting 
'.- c t the Vet e r u. n 5 
Ac!i11il1isl~atiol1 uffice this 
week :1nd CCI-:1[Ja:'C'[! l1ntes. 
A iew ba 6:..., i icl cs \rere 
nuLcd. / 
_._ . :~:; i 1 - c h 'J :r. pin g was 
~. ra:"pal,t. 
Unc bl'al:ct-ncw nOl1smckor 
\\'(1.) chcwin;2; g~lnl anrl 
~1lc::;in6 mints ;>[ the same 
til~jC. 
,\ rC,O;1 rch project, now 
under WI]\' for severa! weeks, 
hr(Jl;;,.:ht ~.i1C ~r0.111 t()hcthcl' 8~ 
V~)l~ll1! eel's. The project 
proposes to investig<1te why 
scme methods for dumping 
the cigarette habit .work 
bcller tba uthers. 
Gary Salk. a psychology 
researcher with the Cniversty 
of Louisviile (Ky.) will lise 
results of the stud v in his 
doctoral disscrt~lion" 
Ab'lIlt :;0 \'ollll1te~,'s were 
di'.idcd into two grollps. One 
group '\\'2S Clssir;l1cd the t(1:~k 
of !..)n11)~.::in~ tV.'icc the norrnal 
nllmb'.'r o( ci.c;arcllcs CIne! the 
other was ;;iven a pr(lgram in 
which they l,lp<:red off. 
After a week, o\'Cl"smukcrs 
WCilt "cold lur!·lcy." ~nd 
swore off their 1l0::i;liIS habil 
[orc\'er, Af~c,' ~ week of 
ch;,in·smoking, it w~sn'l too 
~~!a ill /;I~"''''Pfi''~ Ll ~'> 
hard U:c first couple of days. 
In their final formal 
meeti:lg, _ ::l V e r s m 0 k e r s 
seemed bri[(hter them be:orc 
the cutoff. Color had rclurnerl 
to ashen checks. Eyes -~vcrc 
bright~r. . 
With six more-of-less 
sm()k('ies~ days h,_']:jr'd. it did 
inckcr! appcai· possible to iive 
without Slicking pl<lnt leaf 
smoke into bllllS. 
As Unc1~ Ly:-:doll ·wo.ulll 
have ;,ai{!, therc W<1S a light 
at the CIle! of the lunnel. 
Onc quitter s;<id lie h;1d 
\vritlcil (JIlt ~ eh'~ck fot' SloO 
and g;l\'C it to ;1 colleague ::It 
his or~icc. If he takes lip 
pllr~'il1~~ with:n " year, Lil:.) 
check ;;ets C;l"he(~. 
Salk weuld cali thal positive 
reinforcement. 
Another ~moke-b"nn::;r said 
CO\\"0r1:ers at her offic:e w'Cre 
maLing boo:, on hcr 
abstinence - \vith long odds 
rlinn:ng all t hr: way to 36 
months. 
Everyone a;;r'_'crl. eV(,11 wit.h 
a "secK of clh)king dO\""ll 
hur~d n:ds of cha i ,~:-::rrlnkcd 
hulls b:,h in rni:;,;' kickin; 
th~ h,lbit is tough. 
Salk li,teneu to comments 
with inlerest. He offered 
sllggl'stllJnS and probed for 
il1'l~hb int·.) hUll" the 
smokeless crc~w -,\'as [celii1;;. 
G€tlit1,~ do\vn to ~ the 
otlsinrss of mind o\"cr maUer, 
one S!TIO;,c-bZlnncr occ!;lt'cd, 
"Surely it \Viii be bct1;cr soon. 
I can't 1i\(~ likc this [o[(;\"er." 
A u07.f'n n(;\', nOI1:ilTI"kcrs 
nodded in q:licL ,itcsp\'ration. 
TI:'stllts so f31'. Sed!\. s~:d, 
ar:..' inC(lmp!cte. BilL the 5[;;1't 
icoks good. l';oood:; drnp[led 
out cnlirely. Backsliding was 
rachel' general, Oljt nobody 
'.vas hack on a "no:mal 
smokir:g ratc." 
('.,,~ .. . ~ i n f..«l ~~ k"';-~ 
'>, .~ 1 e1 ~ ~ ·~l!-J. ""~ ~ ~;r""iU:4 ~. ~~"'5-"':-
Salk, whose pristine :un:::s 
ha ve never bec:J. 85saui:cri bv 
cir~2.rcttc smo>e eXCCl)t 
s"co:ld-hand cli.;.rinJ st:1oki;i;:; 
rcscc1rch mccUn!.!s. \\"ill 
conlinuc tho pro;r:ct wilh 
qtlestiGl1naires ?t th,~ e'lc of 
three months. 
The r.C\V nn!lSn1o;':'-TS 
c:~('h;U1ccd n::tr-:lc:=; .":. ::. fi 
tc1('p11()!lC' n1!rr~bcrs D.nc plJn 
to Incet frorn L~nle U) ti~11C. 
S~dk ~til~ dorcsr.'t h:1.".c the 
key to why SOnie md:lOcb 
work bdtcr than uthe1's, but 
aile nO!l:ilnoker summed UD a 
inichty pO"';crflrl f0C~():-' 
pride. 
"If a In2.!1 of[cl'rd t;) gi·,"p 
me a ei:';:l;-c'ltc ri:.;ht 111l' .... I'd 
turn him do\,.;l," he said. 
"But I'd steat it if 1 could. 
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By nOB llEATO~~ 
Starr Writer 
• I ' 
"I'm nGl a nonsmoker yet.. I haven'l. 
! smoked a cigarette for 8\\'hilc, but I'm 
; far from bein~i a nonsmoker." 
'". A b;ltlcred group of survi\'ors of 
t·· "Operation Oversmoke" mel informally 
, 'Monuay night and compared Hates. The' 
. ' s?ven who mel were part of <In 
C' • expel iment drsigned to dclerrnine why 
/. some forms of kicking the habit seem tc 
.. work brtlcr than others. 
Of the so-,Ien who attrncled, only hl-o 
" were "honest iilj\:n," quitters. 
I., .• 0[ the rC1TI3indcr, a wide variety of 
" excu"cs were proposed for backsliding. 
I suggested that while fishing, 
nOnSll1okers strike out. That was II'h~' 1 
fell off the weed wagon, Lame, dumb. 
excuse. , .. 
SLan had an excuse beautifully tailored 
, 'for the occasion. ' 
"I was \\orking on a computer 
. program," 'he said. "ll wouldn't cOllle 
;; ouL No \\'<1)'. I ('olllcln't stanci it. 1 \\'e:lt 
k down to the sn,]('k bar and stared ill t.he 
~ 'cigarctte machine for abouL three 
I.'; minuLr.s and talked myself out. of i~. 
"BeforE' I could turn around and 1ea\'e, ' 
powl,r \l'as retml1ed lo the machinc. 1L 
had been off. SOIll cone 111 ust h<l ve led 
money in the. thing and pushed. the 
hulton. 
"lInyl1o\\, before I cOlllcl turn dncl 
lcaye,'lhc machine buzzPc! and thllml'ed 
and Lhere was a pack o( cigarettes, like 
1113gic. 
"1 look thcm and smoked them ail lip . 
1 ll<l\'cn'( smoked since then. It sure hilS 
been awfuL" 
Joe and ]\[ax ('xchi1l1gcd persollal 
checks for Slon each. Tile l'irst to bn'ak 
down and light up is honor-bound to tell 
the other, 11'1:0 will cash hi3 check. They 
havcn'L lit up yet. 
With Lhe approach of the tbre(.'-\\'{~ek 
mark since therapy began, actual 
dropollt ratcs are unknown, but. 
backslidc rales arc high. . 
St.an is hooked on ~llnno\\'er sec(\s .. Joe 
aud 1\1<1:\ arc hooked on food in general. 
J am a minl-head. 
BuL evcryone agrced thaL there is 
nothing casy abo\lt erasing a nientinc 
fiend habit. It ma~' be like forming a 
nC'1I' "fiend" hallit. 
We all mao,. have le' become 
'''nol1-l1icoline fiends." 
, .,." 
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By BOB HEATON 
Staff Writer 
Operation Oversmoke is three months 
old. Ab:Jut 90 days ago, some 
SO vo;u::tcers gathered in ~he auditorium 
at the Veter:li1S Administration Center 
like pilgrims to a holy place and 
confessed their desires to kick th~ habit. 
No information has been officially 
ga~l:C'rcd about how many have fallen by 
the \','<cyside. but there is at least one. 
tIe. 
Nicotine fiends are a bit devious. And 
stubborn, Asking why they smoke is 
liable to unleash a full-blown 
dis~crtntIon. 
Gary Salk. a psychology researcher 
fror:1 the University of Louisville (Ky,) 
is originator of the local prograr:1, He 
pr(;ocribed bOI!l1tifd smoking for half the 
vo!!mtecrs, .. double consl.lm;Jtion. \\'S 
wc:re cailed ovet'srnokers. The' other half 
tapered off g~adua!l;;. 'fh2Y were called 
Ul~cic, .imoKC,'s. 
After a week of sucking in a cub~c mile 
of smoke per day, we quit. 
Our tar-pocked lungs th,mkcd us. 
But the nausea wore off and the old 
h3hits rcnsserled ~hemselve3. l fell off 
after about a month." 
Because I want to. Right. 
Of course Salk destroyed the old saw 
about nicolina bciDg a relaxant or 
c2Jmalive. 
In the morning, within six seconds of 
lighting LIp the kst gasper uf the day, 
the smoker's blnod pressure jumps and 
the h82.,-t begins to work harder, 
Respiration begins to rise. 
Tiny blood vesscis in the ha::ds and 
feet dnd e~rs cOllstric:. 
Some great mcn :Ii history were 
smokers. So lIiere ~ome schnooks. 
Some magnificent minds are at work 
in the advertising world, depicting 
smokers h"ving more fun than you or I 
will e\'er have on the best day of our 
lives. 
Some good brains also a're working on 
scaring the eeils right out of the smoking 
fraternity. One-lung L'r:;2,thing and 
talk.:;Jg through a vibr3tor ore things 
smokers would rather not t:link about. 
Since ret\lJ.ilil'!:; to the weed, anolher 
shirt (a favorite, of course) and a pair of 
sbc:Zs hav-c been holed. 
So, back on thc wagon. 
One lice thing about quitting smoking. 
You C2.~ d() it 2S oner. as you \\r'ish. . ... 
An old brush chopp::r in San Antonio 
use to brag he quit smc~ing "30 or 40 
times a day." 
Habit kic:':ing as a SPlJi't Might De like 
galL. the lower the "co)e, t1--') bdter. 
Fipe smoking is no t.1i1swcr, ciU;cr. 
Cancer cells can W3,'p mouth, throat and 
l:ps as e3sily as lun,c;,- And after losing 
a $),'50 gold caf) to a $2 pipe, I think it is a 
false economy. ' 
Nicotine fiends are weird people. They 
hreathe the, smoke of smoldering leaves 









Eow old ¥,;ere you \.;hen you start8d smoking? 
HO\'i ll'.any times have you quit before? 
Yybat is the: longest time you have quit smoking? 
HOVI much do you smoke each day? 
Do you fk1.Ve any of these diseases: 
Please write in any other lung or 













nrTRom;CTCHY 5TAT~'i:;:NT Aim CO!~':;E1IT FORH 
You aI'·;' being asl~ed to ps.rt,ldFl.t...€ in a study to determine 
t~(,;;\\; ne',,.. ,~~"yG to help people qdt srriokirlg. Bu.lf of you w:ll1 be in a 
tr3:l.trn~~;r:~ ~!1 whic:1 c;.i;long o+.11e1' t.b:i.lt[,:' ycu will b" asked to duuble your 
cm.:;idnr; rate: fer' or:(' ',,/',')·ek, Dudn[; th:i.s time you \"11.11 l;leet foT' five 
H(;(,!K days hii,1-) t. he ot.her' ri''''':;'L,c~'s e,i your er01Jp to see hm,r ".oJe)l you are 
do:l.nt:; in thiH })l;::J.n. ~'Ile otI!er half of you will be involved, in f.nother 
procedure tba,t. ,-.511 takE; three 1N6eks .;hich you \'!:i.11 be asked to grad-
uaJ.ly l'eetr:i.ct your sJr.oking during (:ert<:l. t:l portions of the day a.nd to 
do ether ti'dngs than sr;1oke durip,€ thC5~?: ti::;).es. 
As you may hay,') !i::uessed the doubje ::;,ncldr.,g ccndiUo;'w j;l2.;/ be 
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uncomfortable and perhaps even risky to peoph' v:j_'i:.h SE;verc lung ccadi-
tj ons; tr.erefore> if you have any lung condit.Lons that \'i0ulri interfere 
ld.th you smcki.ng at double your usua1 rate ~TOU .Jill be asked. t.o see 
your physician and ottain his opinion as to whether or not thJ::; will 
hut't your health. If it vdll hurt your health 1n you phydcian t S opin·· 
ton, y,:nl will be asked not to pa.rticipate in this study. 
If :rou o.rc able to continue vJjth this pro:.::edure you do stand a 
beod. chane8 of being able to quit r,:Ttckj.ng. Of course we ::.11 v.now the 
dc~n,l:~crs 0;: ;:m;ok:ine find the P;(")i1e in b::Jth grOUl=3 Hho are able to quit 
m;lcking .... 'D 1 enjoy qu:it;; prol:abls much better hC)alth in t~le future and 
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any of the procedures that you arc involved in please feel free to 
contact r~r. Salk at the Vet.erans Adn::Ln:btration b.nl he will be very 
happy to answer your questions. You are, of course, free to .. ·lithdraw 
l' rOE': the prof-rulil at any tihlC. HO\vGver, if ;you should withdra.w you will 
fori\;it the portion of your deposit that you have not ha1.1 ret.urned to 
YG\.l 1:y that date. 
GARY C. SALK, l-J.A. 
Psychology Intern 
This is to certify that I have read the above statelY_ent and 
fuily understand the risks, advanta.ges and procedures involved in the 
study and do voluntarily consent to pa.rticipate in it, and I request 
I be placed in this study. 
Signature.: 
APPENDD: IV 
COV~'R L3TTffi FOR FOLLOH UP 1 
H:U 
The time has come for the three-month follm-I up on the smoking 
p:::-o,ject. As you may remember, you .... Jill eet $10 back for completing 
this fol1m-l up independent of whether or not the program worked for 
you. I am mainly interested in accurate inrormation and getting in-
formation from all of the people " .. ho partidpated in the project. 
w'hat you will have to do is to fill out the enclosed quest5.on-
naire completely, and keep a smoking diary for the next three days. 
The sa::ne rules as before apply to the smokj.ng diaries: 1) record all 
cigarettes smoked,. whether they are begged, borror/ed or stolen; 2) 
record the time of every cigarette; 3) give a. brief description of the 
circurr,stances of the cigarette; 4) give the date that goes with each 
reeord; and 5) please "/rite legibly. 
Please remember that $10 of your deposit will be refunded when 
you !'eturn these completed records. You can still get your deposit 
back even if you did not complete the treatment and lost the first 





COVEn LETTEE FC;"( FOLLO\'; VP 2 
Hi! 
Here I a.m for the last t:iJJ18. As before, p~_Gase remember that 
I'rr~ afte::c accul"'£tcy and getting correct ini'crrr.ation. I Has very ple3sed 
to il'::ar frr,\lU t.l1 of the people who complet.:;d the program last t:bne and 
bope to get cCiTilplete in:iormation Cl[uin. 
VlrlJ,t you will he.ve to do again is to .fill out the enclosed 
qucstlon.nai.re cOr:1pletely, and keep a smoking diary for the ne",'t three 
days. The Sc:iJne rules as before appJ.y to the smoking d:taries: 1) re-
cord all ciGarettes sli:;.okE;d, i'ihcther they are begF(~d, torrmo;ed, or 
stolen; 2) record the t5f.le of every ciearette; 3) give a brief des-
cr:tptio:1 of the circu,"':Jstances of the cigarette; 4) give the date that 
goes wit.h ead") record; and 5) plcas8 write legibly. Please remember 
the d:i...a.:cy is thE! most important piec~ of ~illformat.ion I receive. 
Please r8!nE-'TIlber t11at $10 of your deposit 'Hill be refunded when 
Y0U :"etnrn these completed records. You can still get your deposit 
b.;tc;!: even if you did not co~plete the treatrr.ent 3.nd lost the first $30, 
so J.,lease retUl'J1 your records promptly. 
Thank you very much for your cooPeration in this project. I 
"nl be ~~nd ~.nr; the r{:sl:lts to Bob Heaton of t.he Eagle. 
Gary SalK 
APPEl~)IX VI 
SMOKmG QUESTIOlmAJItE FOR FOLLOW UP 1 
SNOK Ilill. QU.~~DT IONN Ii JB~ 
Please fill out and return \dth smoking dlary. 
1. How would you desc:ribe your smoking pa.ttern since the smoking pro·· 
ject? 
A. Quit, and haven't smoked since. 
B. H.s.d a. few cigarettes (lens than one pa.ck total). 
C. On and off smoking. 
D. Smoking lesG than before the project. 
E. Smoking the same as before the pr()ject. 
F. SlT'.Oking morc than befor'e the project. 
G. Smoked a. little after the program, but quit and haven't 
smoked since. 
H. Quit after the program, but started smoking again and sti11 
do. 
T. Other pattern (please describe) 
------------------._---
2. Have you ha.d any cir:arettes in the last wGek? Yes No 
3. v,'hat elements of the l-'X'ogralll '~€l'e most helpful to you'? 
4. 1'':h[;.t elements Vl'~re least helpful to you? _. ___ , ____ _ 
------------'"---_._----------------
5. v:niJt is the 10Ile6st period you have been off cigarettes sincE; the 
Gnd of the proGra.m? 
A. Continuously - haven't had a cifarette since the end of 
the proGram. 
B. I'lore t'nan two months. 
C. 1 month. 
D. 3 '"leeks. 
E. 2 weeks. 
F. 1 week. 
G. Less than 1 week. 
H. Never quit. 
6. What advice would you give me if I were starting another smoking 
pro gram now? 
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J~PiJ\L' IX VII 
SHOK11~G QUESTlmmAJ]1.~ FOR FOLLO'~.,r UP 2 
SHOKI..N.Q illIE5TJO:{1:J.AmE 
Please fill out and ret.urn with smoking diary. 
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1. How ..... ould yOt' describe yonI' mnoklng pattern since the smoking pro-
ject? 
A. Quit and haven't smoked since. 
B. Had a fe\'1 cigarettes (less than one pack total). 
C. On a.nd off smoking, 
D. Smoking les~ than before the project. 
E. Srr:oking the same as before the project. 
F. Smoking more tr.an before the project. 
G. Smoked a. little after the prograIll, but quit and haven I t 
8l11.oked since. 
H. Quit after the program, but sta.rted sm.oking again and still 
do. 
I. Other pattern (please describe) 
----------'-----------------------------------------------------
2. Have you had any cigarettes in the last week? Yes No 
3. vih1.:.t clements of the prQgI'aJ:1 were 11l0l':!t helpful to you? 
---------,----- ,----------
4. \;j,at elements were least ht'lpi'uJ. to :rou? 
5. V;hr:.t is the longest period you have been off ci,garcttes since the 
end of the pi-ogram? 
A. Continuously - haven't had u c:igarette since the end of 
the prograrn. 
B. £'lore than four months. 
C. l~ore than two months. 
D. 1 month. 
E. 3 weeks. 
F. 2 \'ieeks. 
G. 1 week. 
H. Less than 1 week. 
I. Never quit. 




COVER LliT'lJR FOR S.l~COND HAILING OF' FOLLO'd UP 2. 
Dear 
This is a reminder about your smoking diary and questionnaire. 
I'm Bur-e you understand my anxiety to bring this project to a close 
and be dcnG with it after all these months. 
Of the h;o pieces of informat:ion, tho diary and the question-
naire, the diary is the most :iJnporb,nt. Plea.se use the enclosed envel-
ope to return it and the questionnaire at your earliest convenience, 
Sincerely, 
Gary C. Salk 
AFFRlrDIX IX 
VEJ;BATUH R.E5FCJi~0W TO QUI~STIONNAmE ITI0r 1, 1. OF FOLLO'd UP 1: 
'lim; would you describe your smokinr, pattern sJnce the ~l1iloking 
project'!' •.• 1. Othe!" pattern (please describe)!! 
~t1J2j£.ct, 1.. H a.t a party or out with fr:icnds, II II bum a couple of 
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cigarette5 then I \wn't touch one for a week. I feel like an occasional 
"50cit:..1 sJ11.oker." 
Subjee:~ /.i. I have one cigarette when I 'lake up early (usually). At 
wor'k I sll)oke about a~ I did before the program. On the l'leekends when 
I &.m home alone, I smoke almost as much a~ I did before. 
§ub.Je~:.~ . .2,. Before progr&Jl smoked strongest cigarette I could get--
alw§.ll--No'd slnoke cigarettes ,.;ith filter and milder I've never smoked 
stronger brau0. since with exception cf ! pkg. Did cut UQl'1n ilrnount of 
smokinc' fer 2 or 3 .. leeks. 
,.J 
§ubJ9...£:t. 1. Hadnt had any up to 7-·5-'14 then s:ncked lone day then 3 next 
day and looks like I a.m faet1y a(;ce1erating to old hab:its but still ,...,ant 
to quit.. 
f,ubjt-ci:-. 11. I've ha.d period~ of extreme desire for c:i.garettes. After 
smoklnr, one or two, however, the Elick feolings wou1d return and the 
degjre Hould diM.ppear. 
?ubj~. 22. Completely quit for approy. 3 weeks, then started smoking 
after m~<a13. Now, haVe fir;nly limited 3Trloking to 4 clgs per daye_-
a]Jrlost exclusively following m8ull:> and usually B-1, bed. Frequently if 
b8.VO evenin£ plana "lill :'lave dg following meals for evenin£!,. Of aome 
help HB.f:: tel1:l.ng entire office staff tha.t I ha.d 'quit' 5inoklnr;. Vil1f.m 
t-lta.?·t,('d sl'loldllg sfter meals 'N.Hl $,shSJfled to let peoph in offic,"::) Bee or 
1<..no\.,.;. Alc.o had janitor remove all ashtr&.ys frC:l1 building except in 
,laiting or lobby area. 
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I.PFE:KDIX X 
VffiBAT'lJI4 R.2;.SPONSES '1'0 G.UE3T]G\NAL1.c~ ITs·r 1, 1. OF FOLLOW UP 2: 
"How vJOuld you dCDcribe your smoking p,lttern s:ince the smokjng 
pro.iect? ••• I. Other pattern (please deElcrice)f1 
~:l2gt )1. Smoke zero during uJ..Y--smoke 4-5 ir. enm1n;:~. 
(' b' .L} MId id t h . lot i' ., 1 t f't . t ~ .... ~_l.;. :..1... no ave a cJ.gare ..... ,e _or apx • .:12 m S 1:1. er pro,loe·. 
9h 
H01')ever, of late I have been smoking about 20 cigaret.tes every three to 
four days. 
§ub,j~ 29. I smoked on and of but had cut dom and hf;,YG quit since the 
f)r~t of October. 
9.5 
'!"Ih'lt. eJ'~itCnt3 of the p:rogr-anl v.ere most help.2ul to you?" 
Ic,· .. ·,>·l>·ol) \. ).' ... IJ I 1,hinl<: if I h<.u1 continued: breaking tho pa.ttern 
I'm 
still try:1r;g nc,t, 1,0 build nev: habit prlttcrns, but they arE: creepjDg up. 
I 1::~e15(o\'e,;_ i!1 (stiJ 1 do). ~''cfK:tinlS ence ea.ch day .dth o~hcrs intending 
to Quit, s{,1;;king. A'J.rloyance 0: wri tin~ down each c1.gi\rette and sC'met1;nes 
S):r:;ldilg 1tJh:~ n I really didn' t ~>ant to. E:x.ci teme nt at Jdea of "11?ybe it I s 
~I (', 
.1.. \.) '" fcJ :I.01.'iship of the others thi:..t v,ere trying to quit. 
.. j.) 
;;I.:, ... ~IP as 1"~'r8 the 
and - , v~u'C.Lu. ir. the tiIt:.s 1d'lel-' I '''.:1 5 trying to do with 
out. 
- , 
d:£~~ .I. ':J,~lieve the rc co:cdhlg of each ciga.r-ette smokcc.--ani the 
doublir:g 1\;' ('i'l the first period.--Tec.ordlnc ,-!as CU !TIonoto;lous--dollbling 
f;O sieh"'liI'g"-:;md the daily r,;'ports i1nd r:l'.3etinS3 with you at V. A. I::; tim.e 
CC;lSl'lrlng and f':xpcnsive for a darned cigarette. 
§,:t3I.:j£Q.t l{?" lv:ceting a.s a group an:i knoi,dng t.hat 'de were all goIng 
"10 
~:';e-" .... 
(:t) Changing brands of c:iearetLeB. (2 ) Disc'lseion with 
(3) Keeping the diaries. 
Dn:oldng d1JJ.ry vc rJ' h", lpfulL 
the ")iH)Jd.nf: diJ,r,Y and. b,:::ing IHound other trying to 
('p'.' <.'- .,.) K~O'I~""'" t-h~t o'·ht:.r <._~.r:lol',.~.··!,' ... • c..:"-:.n . .r1.' '·'j'le-c'" t}-l"" ~"'nl.··.' u';_.fi'.·l.CllJ."J-:-:2.,,;,: .... ~Jtt~~.:.<.!~ ~~ ,I..C.I (' ..:..l.-'F..:' ~ Q. J "'; G. _, 1 _~ ,., C;..r'\_yL '- ·u ...... .:.")~ . 
8ctu~)ly ilt in one day. 
Smoking d:La:dcs. 
f;.ub,@2t ~7... ?i11:i.ng out q--:e s)TIc;king d:!.a.r j88. It gives :l'OU a cbc.ne,,,, to 
" 3e J. f ":.:;,nal:lze II your habit. 
1:1 de:tk1'cmt, b1.t :.Lt is a hi£,: beada-:::he to c.ontinue frGm hcr8 em our:,. 
SR0.t:..tl.t. ~)tt. Xnc,dng I wasn't the: only one tryir.g, keeping track of' 
tl:oJITl, ~lut t,:IET weren It v;orth trave1 t:tr.,e and dj5ta.n~e for' me. 
&nd is cLi.ffic'llt tc T'l'1.int,[',in .•••. d' cour:;c t"r~g cOl'ld be ju.:rL .:mo'vhor 
liay to <:xC[l.se returninp, to the \\1\.;;:(1, 33 you sa.id, . 15 para-
" . 
}.:t" 
f:lt:Dl he,d the d05j 1'e an.] w)"(, enough v;:illpoiler. 




D"=po&iting checks vwrG of' no hdp. 
Ca.~llt think of anything in }Jartlcular. 
Taper:ing (,ff. 
Sv:itchine brands. 
J. feel the tape:ci:--Lg off. progreJU has 11l..l~ long enollgh ~_~r.d 
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more t1eeUngs needed to be held. I wa.s l'(~al disappointed. that. the final 
meet:tng consls'-.ed of you telling me to quit .••.••. p~riod. I feel I 
could h;lve heen t,old that at the first l[leet.ing tJ,:ld been as 3uccesf~ful. 
but ~rOlJ Gf't u'J.rnt Gut on gum and toothpicks in only a short period of 
0,~2.:l.~ .. £..t ?9.- I dIdn't, find anythlnz that. detraete.:l from the progl'Cl.r:l. 
"\-'Ina t t:.ci vi co "muld you gi V0 m(~ if I .. :ere ~t~l·~, ing 
another' r-))'oJ.dnt~ progr2m now? If 
f(.o)" me, th:! progrc'Ji: 
ded~ I fC1:i<.G myl5elf d:dlting back i:r.3~0 miloldng, pretty If.1::.(::n t,l1" l'SE'Jn.€l 
~i£s:t fj;. Carryon wlth a f01101: "Up prog1'8Y:l.. The orw we devclo):ad 
·H~.S helpfull.. but bcc~11se ,,'e ha.d no local point (:rot!) "!e ware- D.irrJ.e8~ 
and I soon quit going. 
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Meet every da.y for m,!hil.:; at end. of program '\'Ih:ile tnumentum 
it'<: at :f".cak. This cottld very po~~ibly be helpft:1 t:) some. All other 
at-pect£! .-:;1: prcV"8.I'l aro exceD.cnt,! Per~o!'l.a11y fe<!<! .I failed--i1ot the 
§2;jl~,I£.:~t. )Z,. I ",auld snggeBt th&.t lli~€tings be held for 5 nighLf5 when we 
quill. and. !it lea~;t 2 t.i.rnee a week th'we after. I (:id not smok~ (after I 
~_,,;!?...:lE:,s;t 11. To require the pa't"ticip:mte: to me0t daily for the first 
1oJ(le~C of qtdtt.:ing 8.no. thr;n on a le!H5 oftt!n ba!3is thru the f:!l'st month. 
:':'~'ogr&i:l X did not ~cno\;e but t.hen I r,ave in IW I was on 
( i ~ 
-- ) 
ha~1 holdin;) 8tC. 
More publicity to u.ttract pl'otram memberrs. 
(3 ) :~;W;JP decision on time to 
you ,nd the pa.rt:i.cipants 
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10.3 
od; dc·~bl:.~.ng 01' G~\1.ct.ually quit t.ing, tb3J' were to use. 
~h!h,_'2.;.:.::.'t. ~£2. (1) Encourage cont.imled group partic:ipation after cigar·-
(2) LC.'ncer tapex'ins off p8J:"i~ch:; L e. longer than 
OllC: I felt thnt f2.."Gily S~lPPOl"t. tbroughout this Pr'oj(?ct. 
Sl!Lt:~.t, 2..6.., E~ve it crmsecut.jYQ n:tgl1ts for eVerybocty and follow up 
week},Y. 'l'2.1k ab·::>,:t E.Diphasema. 1've dec:1.d0d H. 1:3 an. 1 ndi vidual decision. 
-f/ho hD.Cl mI!()kcd ,i.nd hl:!-d qu:I:l:. wDuld be better able to CO(lr3.uct t.ho progr~.m. 
be to ove:t'du~ :~.t until you would be rep\.u.s~'ld by them as opposed to try~ 
jJ1[; to depend or!. '\tInl pO\~er and 5ubll5tutes. Desire has to be the biggest 
rr:ot i V-? 1.::0 n. 
I thir.k pOGs:ib1r a meeting or bio at, weekly inter .... a.ls after 
the f'in:.11 quH,ting to give "moral 311pportt' or perhaps 1!hand spanking". 
Per-hap;,., the loes of the $10.00 ii' the "e::" smoker st3rted back during 
those 2 .. !eO~{5 aft.er quitt.ing. I sincerely belhve if I hadn't f,or.'2- home 
to Pen:Jr'.collJ.; althow;h n!;!'ves are Be excuse, I am. extrE,rnely nerV()U8 
around 1,'!J f~nn1.1y. I'm much mor:2 a"are of my smoking ,~nd have "quit" off 
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~h::a!~ numbe. of cif:arettf~s smoked per d:.ty during a eix-dt.1.y base 
!)(!i'Joc • 
') 
~J<e~m l1Ui::ber of d f~a,rettt;S cmo)~ed per c:tay dur~Lng a thTCC-<1ay 
follcll . .,,) np, l)erioCi at. Ul'ti;C to) f:lve piuntl!8 11ftcr' t.r'cat;"ont. 
J, . " ' , ., r·;~'·E.n rm;~l:)('r of C:' r;:J.r;,ct.t i"'!3 81;,.O;:uJ pc!' nay Gurin;:: a. three-day 
fc>l:~o'tl-\~:D pel'1od a i. S.lX to (d.<~·l·{~ !.tnnth; after trea'\:,m('nt. 
APPENDIX IV 
VEHBATtm RESPOaSES '1'0 QUG3TIOl~r·JAIHS rrEM 3 OF FOLLOVI UP 2: 
1:'\1ihut el;:nmnts of the program i'!cre mo~t helpful to you? \I 
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S':lb.:::~2.~t 9.. (control) Keeping the dia.ry help bring to my attf!ntion the 
pattf:lrns of my sr.wking •. 
211...bj?.:..9:-. 1,. The discipline of keeping th3 diary and the double sll':oking. 
SuEj!{.('.:..~ 2,. "('he group inter;:.;.ct.:i.on, combined with the awful business of 
double-smoking, made the prcgra'11 vlorL for a tjme. 
§Ab .. 1£.~t. 1. Group support. Intel'ested psychologist. 
~ubje ct. 2. Could have been ",riting each cigarette and time and associa-
tion ,'lith others who wanted to quit smoking. 
St31?~i §.' The cO'l.h· ... u!!elir;g ses~ion3 with its group rapp.)rt. 
S\lhl£Et 7.. meeting with the group, as vIe continued to have the weekly 
meetings after your program stoped and long as we had the meetings I did 
not. smoke but i<lhcn we stopped the meetings, I sta.rted smoking. 
§ub.je.£!:.,'§'. Group encounter, open communication ydthin the group. 
fulbJ§ll.2.. G140Up discussion. 
lliiQj~ 10. The meetings together. 
Subject. 11.. Oversmoke and group meetings. 
Subjec~ 12. Double smoking helr) get off cigs initially. 
Subjen J1- group meetings--Double smoking made the effects of smoking 
very clear. 
Sub:JS::-:t. li. Record ing of smoking (really bugs me to think 11m a slave 
to the habit each t1Jae I have to write it dm-m). Aleo the doubling up 
of mno~jng. 
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doubl:1.ne and havhl[!, t,o hop track of all those I d:l.d smoke. 
Group discussiom3 i:Ul:t contact. 
§~Q..,Ct. 11. Keeping a dia.F'J. Changing brands. 
Subject:. 1.Q.. Keep1.ng the dia.ry, g~eing smoktng as bring:ing discomi'o:rt to 
others. 
At tho t:ime I think the meetJnp3 were the most helpf'lL1.. 
Smoking log. 
Contactl'Jith people 'dith the e.:m'.e desire (to quit smokin,~) 
as I hs.d. Recording <J.nd observing the pat.tern I smoked. 
Subjec .. t. ll. Eeedng .. dt.h people who had the same problem. And it 
really helped to keep the cigarett.es ln a part of t.he house where I had 
to go a.fter them one at a t:ime. 
SUP.l~ct~" Discu.ssion with oth€r people about their problems quitting 
sm.oking. 
Subject~. Idea of substituting various things for cigarettes. 
Sub,i~~ 26. probably keeping a diary and changing brands of cigs. 
Subje£l ?2.. Keeping the dia.ry and realizing hO"l much I did smoke. 
Subject 28. Learning my patterns ar.d watch.ing them. in order to cut do,'In 
my hea.vy smoking times. I no longer smoke at home, but still do at '-Iork 
although less than before. 
Subje.£i;£2. Thinking of the harm of cigarettes and becoming conciou3 of 
the amount of ciga.rettes I smoked in a day. 
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VERB1SUH RE:SrmlSr:s TO QUE;.:~TIONHAmE rr2H 4 OF FOLLOH UP 2: 
"Hhat elements ,-,ere lea.st helpful to you?" 
§'~1?("~ Q. (control) Didn't complete the pro,ject, GO really couldn't 
say. 
My own c.ttitude. 
Cantt t.hink of any. 
All were helpful but least was probably the money aspect. 
I don't honestly feel the over-smoke was all that helpful. 
None 
Changing brands of ciga.rettes. 
Listening to extraneous exper:lE'nces of ot.hers (I realize 
this is 110t your doing). 
Subj.s;ct 12, I think the postponement of a smoke for a period of time 
after meals was the least helpful. 
§.upje ct,. 21. l'l1'i ting down why you shouldn't smoke. 
lli.!2ject ?2. Deposit. 
Subj~ ~l. Can't thi:1k of any. 
SUb}!ct. 22. All about the same. 
§.ubject 2(-,. Not enough emphasis on physical addiction--res,ction to 
quitting-·..Jict L-?J etc. 
§.l:ili.i~s:t·, ?:..7... I felt the CUt.tillr; down progra.Jl'. VJASN'T going to work from 
!>ubj.~ .. c;t ?9. I didn't fir,i anf of the pr0gr.:.iW t;'lat wasn't helpful. 
§'s~kn 22. They ·,r./ere all very irnport.,mt--during the clinic I was 
fatnlly a\·nu'e of each cigarette I snokE.~d thus niding L-?J me to cut 
dovm cons1derably. 
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Arr.!:''!~D IX XVI I 
VEHI3ATUM. RESPONSES TO QUK-)TIOHNAffiE TI'EB 6, OF FOLLU~'J UP 2: 
"\\1h3.t advir::e would you gj.ve me if I ·, .. ere 
start1.ne another smoking prograJr; now?" 
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Sub,jeqi?. I-ean Hea.vily on Necessity for self-l·rotivation, as well as 
group interaction. 
§..ubj££.t..:2... I·fore grou.p follow-up, especially the first month. 
§.,:!pjec.t,.5.. Some meetings follO\~tru: program - duri.lg times .. ;hen one 
v;as 8uppoGed to be "off" cigarettes. Believe thh to be a. great pro-
gram even though 1 was a failure at it. 
Sub~!:. §,. Fcllovl-UP se~sions for a. longer mOl~e closely supervised 
period with t:.i.1C chance for peer pressure to take effect more strongly. 
Sub,jeet 1.. Keep the \qeekly n:eetings going. 
SUD,jec,i §.. Kould have Ijked to have met on a mere frequent ba.sis. 
Very much appreciated the reinforcement of peer group. The publicity 
element was great •• (The Kichita ~}.e-Beacon) write ups h~lped educate 
the public & us--giving us recognition as further reinforcement. 
Sub,jec.!:. 10. To continue the meetings over a longer period. By the 
time I found out Joe was going on with the "follow-through'! I had be-
come discouraged & resumed smoking. 
?ubject 11. Longer follow up meetings & some "punishment" or treat·· 
rnent for chea.t.ing. 
Suh2cc~ 12. Have less meetings du.ring the lnitit.ial stages of Programe 
and increase meetings a.fter the quit date as that 1 s time 'vihcn moral 
supr;ort :l.s necessary_ Also. Some descriptive photo& or fi.s.mples of 
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'v/hat a S~OkC'f3 Lungs lcok like Le. The Fd eht Phsycology. 
Subject ll. Can'ying the daily pl'O&;re.ms thru the initial couple of 
weeks of non-smoking. They arc n%ded then even more than during the 
doubling period. 
Subjec1 }Lt._ Visual aids and more concent.ration on the harmful effects 
of ciga.rettes at beginning of progran'i--and maybe a longer period of 
meetings. I am going to continue the recording of my smoking in hopes 
it will irritate me so much I'll finally give up on the nicotine. 





Better organizati~n & preparation of initjAl meeting. 
I have no advice to give. 
Possibly periodic Iitgs a.fter YOul' original progr.?..m--I 
realize you ""ere not (;;ttempting to insure our stopping smoking but 
merely a cross sectior~l research it really was (is) up to us. 
§~.lbjfc.1~. Hare empha.sis on avlareness of smoking. 
Subject.;U. Possibly asking each person in tt1j~n to describe the past 
week's e:;.::perience. But a person must have a real reason for quitting. 
Subject?1t. Let the people decided what method they would use to quit 
smoking. Dont let mothers talk their sons into taking course. 
Sub,jeci~. none. 
Subject 26.. Use aT. A. type situation-- DraHing up contract-setU.ng 
time for quittlng--reienforced with diet pla.ns. No stimulants etc. I 
think this is going to be my approach to quit srnoking. I don I t think 
it can be an independent type transi.'l.ction--because I need soncone to 
help me set up the contract. 
[iU(!j9£~ ~'7. As I sa:td before, without you eV£lr smoking, I f!'lel you 
11'1 -~ 
Hs.ybe fll(;"tJnc, 2 or 3 times a veek :instead of once a. "leek. 
to qu.E, St,rcs~~ the r~'.3ed 1.0 lca ..i'n j:,he:tr OM) p9.tterns in order to f:ind 
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